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ABSTRACT
Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) have become the dominant source for op-
tical data communication links in computer server, data center, and super computer ap-
plications. Driven by the exponential increase of performance in information technology,
data centers, and computational power, data transmission bandwidth is required to increase
exponentially as well. Furthermore, as data centers become physically larger, utilizing more
interconnects and requiring longer rack-to-rack fiber transmission distance, low power con-
sumption and narrow spectral width for reduced signal dispersion become increasingly im-
portant. This work discusses the development of phased, ion-implanted, PhC VCSEL ar-
rays for coherently coupled operation and modulation bandwidth enhancement with narrow
spectral width emission. In this dissertation, monolithic mutual optical injection locking
induced laser dynamics in phased, coherently coupled implant-defined PhC VCSEL arrays
are investigated in detail both theoretically and experimentally. A model based on the well-
established injection-locking laser rate equations is used to intuitively explain the physics of
various experimental phenomena. An operation procedure, in which current isolation and
bias conditions are leveraged to control array index profile and coupling phase, is developed
to achieve coherently coupled operation of the phased VCSEL arrays reproducibly with high
yield. An experimental study on the modulation characteristics and locking range dynam-
ics of coherently coupled VCSEL arrays is conducted, showing significant improvements in
operational procedures, performance, and device manufacturing. A record VCSEL 3 dB
bandwidth of 37 GHz (receiver limited) is obtained under highly single-mode coherent oper-
ation with narrow spectral width and increased output power while the laser array is biased
at low current density. Additionally, this result has been duplicated by multiple devices,
under coherently coupled operation in either the in-phase or out-of-phase mode. Bandwidth
ii
enhancement beyond 30 GHz has been shown to be reproducible for several different pho-
tonic crystal patterns, and bias conditions for bandwidth enhancement have been shown to
be stable and reproducible for the same device design across the sample.
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1.1 Background, Motivation, and Previous Work
As suggested by its name, the vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) is a microcavity
semiconductor laser with an output beam emitted vertically, perpendicular to the wafer
surface, as opposed to the emission of an edge-emitting semiconductor laser. The VCSEL
was invented by Professor K. Iga at the Tokyo Institute of Technology in 1979 [1] and first
demonstrated in continuous-wave (CW) operation at room temperature by [2] in 1988. Since
then VCSELs have played an increasingly important role in the field of semiconductor lasers
and are presently manufactured by numerous companies for a variety of applications [3–5].
The VCSEL has emerged as the dominant light source for short-range optical intercon-
nects in optical switches, data centers, and high performance computing [6, 7]. Due to the
inherent characteristics of the VCSEL structure, the VCSEL has many advantages over edge-
emitting lasers for this application in terms of performance, integration, manufacturing, and
packaging. Its relatively low divergence and circular output beam facilitate efficient coupling
into optical fibers while eliminating the need for beam correction optics. Vertical surface
emission enables enhanced functionality and integration with other elements and allows for
the fabrication of dense two-dimensional arrays for other novel and emerging schemes of in-
creasing bandwidth, such as monolithic injection locking with coupled arrays, space division
multiplexing, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), and multiple channel transmission
through single multi-core optical fiber. The small cavity volume of a VCSEL results in high
intrinsic direct modulation bandwidth, single longitudinal mode operation, less temperature
sensitivity with lasing wavelength (dictated by cavity resonance rather than by peak gain),
and energy efficiency, enabling low threshold current and operating power. Additionally,
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VCSELs benefit from standard planar fabrication processes, wafer-scale manufacturability,
wafer level on-wafer testing prior to packaging, and ease of packaging which overall enable
low-cost, high-volume manufacturing [4] with outstanding device reliability [3, 5].
There are several methods of transverse optical and electrical confinement in VCSELs,
the most common being etched air-post, ion implantation, and selective oxidation. Oxide-
confined VCSELs [8] in particular show superior performance in modulation bandwidth due
to efficient electrical and optical confinement in small active volumes [9], and have thus been
widely deployed for short-range optical interconnects. Remarkable transmission experiments
with directly modulated VCSELs at rates exceeding 50 Gb/s have been demonstrated [10–12];
however, the transmission distance was limited to 200 m in multi-mode fiber (MMF). The
state-of-the-art in short-reach optical links has shown that an oxide-confined VCSEL based
optical link utilizing equalization can reach beyond 70 Gb/s non-return-to-zero (NRZ) data
rate [11]. Transmission experiments over 1 km of MMF have either had limited bitrate, e.g.
25 Gbit/s [13, 14], or required very advanced signal processing at the transmitter and at
the receiver, e.g. discrete multitone modulation [15]. The state-of-the-art in optical links
for high data rate–distance product utilizes equalization at the receiver and a single-mode
VCSEL designed with oxide-aperture-induced leakage effect for mode selection to achieve 54
Gb/s on-off keying (OOK) transmission over 2.2 km of OM4 MMF [16].
Driven by the exponential increase of performance in information technology, data centers,
and computational power, data transmission bandwidth is required to increase exponentially
as well. Furthermore, as data centers become physically larger, utilizing more interconnects
and requiring longer rack-to-rack fiber transmission distance, low power consumption and
narrow spectral width for reduced signal dispersion become increasingly important [17, 18].
These ever-increasing performance requirements of optical interconnects tend to promote
the use of small diameter oxide-confined VCSELs. However, oxide-confined VCSELs do
not exhibit properties that scale linearly with the size of the device [19–21]. For example,
the threshold current density rapidly increases for lasers with small cross-sectional area as a
result of leakage current and increased optical loss from scattering due to interaction between
the oxide aperture and electromagnetic field [19, 21, 22]. High threshold current density
creates reliability issues for devices with small cavity size, thus motivating the development
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of methods to characterize the cavity-size dependent optical loss for oxide-confined VCSELs
[23].
Conventional VCSEL designs typically lead to operation in multiple transverse modes be-
cause the VCSEL lateral dimension is usually much larger than the effective cavity length
in the longitudinal direction. Single-mode VCSELs are necessary for high-speed (low dis-
persion) optical communication, high precision sensing, optical imaging, and atomic clocks.
Demonstrated methods for achieving single fundamental mode VCSEL operation include
increasing loss to higher order modes [24] and properly designing the transverse index profile
for single-mode confinement [25–27]. However, these methods require unique designs with
specific dimensions correlated to the emission wavelength.
The use of a photonic crystal (PhC), in the form of a periodic pattern of air holes etched
into the top (output) mirror of a VCSEL, has been shown to create single-mode operation
[28–30] over a wide range of emission wavelengths (670, 780, 850, 980, or 1300 nm) [31,
32]. Additionally, the degree of freedom provided by separation of optical and electrical
confinement has allowed for the optimization of PhC VCSELs for use in high-speed low
dispersion optical communication [18,33–35]. Single-mode ion implanted PhC VCSELs have
shown error-free transmission over 1-km of OM4 multimode fiber (MMF) at a data rate
of 25 Gb/s while biased at a low current density of 5.4 kA/cm2, consistent with high-
reliability operation and long device lifetime [18]. The data rate, transmission distance
product reported in [18] is limited by low output power (i.e. < 0.5 mW at thermal rollover).
Therefore, to achieve error-free transmission over longer fiber links at higher data rates,
further design optimization, particularly with consideration to output power, is necessary.
This is the focus of work presented in Chapter 4.
More importantly, PhC optical confinement with ion-implant defined current confinement
has been used to create phased VCSEL arrays for beam steering and high brightness emitter
applications. This structure, as described in Chapters 3, 5 and 6, enables strong coupling
between array elements and stable coherently coupled operation under proper biasing con-
ditions. It was discovered that so-called “bow-tie” transverse-coupled-cavity VCSELs are
capable of modulation bandwidth enhancement [36–38] with reported 3 dB bandwidth as
high as 29 GHz and large signal operation of 36 Gb/s, albeit in multi-mode or quasi-single
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mode operation [36]. The bandwidth improvement is reported to arise from photon-photon
coupling [39] and is modeled by the laser rate equations with optical feedback from reflections
by an external cavity [38].
Using phased, PhC VCSEL arrays combined with resonance tuning to induce coherently
coupled operation as discussed in Chapter 5, we have shown record 3-dB bandwidth of 37
GHz (receiver limited) from the directly modulated VCSEL [40]. The use of PhC confinement
enables loss induced single-mode lasing [41]; therefore, the enhanced modulation bandwidth
of 37 GHz is obtained under highly single mode coherent operation with narrow spectral
width and increased output power. Additionally, separation of the electrical and optical
confinement enables low operating current density while obtaining this record bandwidth
enhancement. Lasers with such performance characteristics may greatly enhance high-rate
data transfer in computer server, data center, and supercomputer applications with poten-
tially long device lifetime. We have shown that the arrays are capable of 25 Gb/s data
rate (equipment limited), and recently that the behavior can be made quite stable by device
design and operating procedure schemes. We analyze the phased, PhC VCSEL under coher-
ently coupled operation as a monolithic mutually injection-locked laser system by the rate
equations for strong optical injection locking. This analysis has led us to improved results
as discussed in this work.
1.2 Scope of Dissertation
This thesis discusses the development of phased, ion-implanted, PhC VCSEL arrays for co-
herently coupled operation and modulation bandwidth enhancement. Chapter 2 presents
the analysis of the array as a monolithic mutually injection-locked system using laser rate
equations for strong optical injection. We begin with a brief background on optical injection
locking, followed by in-depth analysis of rate equation theory for understanding of perfor-
mance characteristics and injection-locking stability. Chapter 3 presents the fabrication
procedures for individual and 1×2 arrays of VCSELs discussed in this work. We begin with
detailed description of the fabrication of ion-implanted, PhC VCSELs and phased VCSEL
arrays. This is followed by discussion of special considerations in the fabrication process
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that should be taken into account in future work. Chapter 4 presents the development
of individual ion-implanted, PhC VCSELs for high data rate, transmission distance prod-
uct. We discuss the device design, experimental setup, and experimental results. Chapter
5 presents the development of an operating procedure to achieve coherently coupled opera-
tion of phased VCSEL arrays with high yield for use in a variety of applications including
modulation bandwidth enhancement. Chapter 6 presents the development of phased, ion-
implanted, PhC VCSEL arrays for high data rate, transmission distance product. We discuss
the device design, experimental setup, and experimental results utilizing the rate equation
analysis outlined in Chapter 2. The experimental studies being discussed are chosen either
for their presentation of significant results or for their application to the suggested future






In order to engineer an array for the desired behavior of a particular application, it is impor-
tant to understand the theory that governs its dynamics. The most appropriate approach
for examining the dynamics of antiguided VCSEL arrays is to consider the array “super-
modes,” i.e., the mode wave function distributed across the elements of the array. Coupled
mode theory is only strictly valid for structures where the modes of individual lasing ele-
ments are well confined, as in guided coupling, and may not be the most suitable approach
for examining the dynamics of antiguided VCSEL arrays. However, so-called dynamic cou-
pled mode theory (rate equation analysis for lasers with optical feedback or injection [42])
is highly developed and has been successfully applied to coupled VCSEL arrays [36, 43, 44]
and injection-locked edge-emitting arrays [45]. Furthermore, there is an extensive body of
research available on the unique properties of injection-locked laser systems and applications
in optical communications, such as resonance frequency and bandwidth enhancement, RIN
reduction, chirp reduction, and suppression of non-linear effects. Therefore, we use dynamic
coupled mode theory to analyze the modulation response performance and locking range
dynamics of phased, coherently coupled VCSEL arrays.
The concept of injection locking was first observed and described by Huygens in 1665 when
he recorded the observation of antiphase synchronization of two pendulum clocks mounted
together on the same beam [46]. Van der Pol used this phenomenon to create forced oscillator
circuits in 1927 [47], and Adler further developed the technique for electronic oscillators in
electronics and communications in 1945 [48]. The first demonstration of optical injection
locking was demonstrated in 1966 by Stover and Steier using He-Ne lasers [49]. With the
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revolution of lightwave telecommunications in the late 1970s brought on by the emergence
of semiconductor lasers as data transmitters, numerous investigations were performed to
push the performance of diode lasers using optical injection locking. The use of optical
injection locking for frequency stabilization [50] and enhanced side mode suppression [51]
of semiconductor laser diodes were demonstrated in the early 1980s, and the theoretical
framework was established for injection locked semiconductor lasers in 1982 [42]. Over
the past several decades, significant progress has been made on numerical simulations and
experimental demonstrations of locking range dynamics [52–54], modulation bandwidth and
resonance frequency enhancement [55–60], chirp reduction [61–64], and broadband noise
reduction [55,65,66].
In this chapter, we present the modeling of the phased, coherently coupled VCSEL array
as a monolithically integrated, mutually optically injection-locked laser system. Injection-
locked laser systems consist of a governing laser (master) and one or more other lasers (slave)
that respond to the master laser. The analysis, modeling and solutions presented here follow
the works in [42, 45, 67–72]. We specifically focus on analysis of the modulation response
behavior and locking range stability.
2.2 Monolithic Mutual Injection Locking Theory
2.2.1 Rate Equations







g(1 + jα)∆NE(t) (2.1)
where g, α,∆N and E(t) are the linear gain coefficient, linewidth enhancement factor, carrier
number above threshold, and complex field of the laser, respectively.
The single-mode master laser in a monolithic injection-locked laser system without isolator
(e.g. an element in a 1 × 2 leaky mode array) can be modeled as having a contribution of








g(1 + jα)∆NmEm(t) + κEinj,s (2.2)
where Einj,s is the injected field from the slave laser, Em(t) is the master laser field, and
κ is the injection coupling coefficient. This equation can be written in terms of the pho-
ton numbers and phase for the purpose of numerical simulations. The master laser field
Em =
√
Smexp(jφm(t)), where Sm(t) and φm(t) are the master laser’s photon number
and field phase respectively. The feedback field from the slave laser element is Einj,s =√
Sinj,sexp(jφinj,s(t)), where Sinj,s(t) and φinj,s(t) are the slave laser’s photon number and
field phase being fed back into the master laser. The rate equations for photon density,
phase, and carrier number of the master laser are then
dSm(t)
dt
= {g[Nm(t)−Ntr]− γp}Sm(t) + 2κ
√










sin[φm − φinj,s] (2.4)
dNm(t)
dt
= Jm(t)− γNNm(t)− g[Nm(t)−Ntr]Sm(t) (2.5)
where Ntr, Nm(t), Jm(t), γN , and γP are the transparency carrier number, carrier number of
the master, current density of the master, carrier recombination rate, and photon decay rate,
respectively, of the element.
The single-mode slave laser in a monolithic injection-locked laser system without isolator
(e.g. another element in a 1× 2 leaky mode array) can be modeled as having strong optical







g(1 + jα)∆NE(t) + κEinj exp(jΨ)− j∆ωinjE(t) (2.6)
where Einj is the injected field from the other array element, ∆ωinj is the detuning frequency,
and Ψ is the preferential phase of the coupled mode, being 0 or pi for the in-phase or out-
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of-phase coupled mode, respectively. This equation can be written in terms of the photon
numbers and phase for the purpose of numerical simulations. The rate equations for photon
density, phase, and carrier number of the master laser are then,
dS(t)
dt















= J(t)− γNN(t)− g[N(t)−Ntr]S(t) (2.9)
where S(t), φ(t), J(t) and N(t) are the element’s photon number, field phase, current number
and carrier number. φ(t) is the phase difference between slave and master taking into account
the coupled mode phase: φ(t) ≡ φslave(t) − φmaster − Ψ. The injection terms κ and Sinj, are
the coupling rate and injected photon number, respectively. In most theoretical treatments
of injection locking in Fabry-Perot cavities with length L, the injection coupling coefficient κ
is defined as κ = c/2nL, where the injected field adds to the internal field at a time interval
which is the cavity round-trip time. However, the published values of κ for VCSELs vary
greatly, from 1.0 × 1011 to 5.0 × 1013 [72]. In our analysis, we use a value of 8.02 × 1011
as taken from [73]. The detuning frequency is formally defined as the difference between
the locked frequency of the coupled mode ωC and the free-running element frequency ωfr:
∆ωinj ≡ ωC − ωfr.
2.2.2 Steady-State
The steady-state photon number, phase, and carrier number, are defined here as S0, φ0, and
N0, respectively. Solving for the free-running photon number Sfr in (2.9), we can set the






where the threshold carrier number is Nth ≡ Ntr + γP/g. Using (2.10) and solving for the
steady-state values of the injection-locked laser, we obtain:
S0 =
Sfr − (γN/γP )∆N0





















The laser performance can be simulated using small signal analysis. However, doing so
requires that we designate one array element as the master and the other array element as the
slave. For a leaky mode array with presumably high coupling efficiency between elements,
both may act as the master, or the slave, or both, depending on the phase relationship
between array elements. Here we show the stability analysis to determine the phase and
wavelength detuning boundaries of the stable locking range that will be used to determine
which array element is acting as the slave. To perform analysis of the locking range stability,
we follow the work by [45,56,67,68,71,72,74,75].
There are two constraints that determine the locking range, and a third that defines the
stable locking range. First, for the phase in (2.12) to be real, the absolute value of the arcsine
term must be less than unity. This gives
−pi
2
− tan−1 α ≤ φ ≤ pi
2
− tan−1 α (2.14)






Combining (2.14) and (2.15) gives the phase constraint for locking,
−pi
2
≤ φ ≤ cot−1 α (2.16)
By choosing an injection photon number Sinj and phase value φ0 between the bounds of
cot−1 α to −pi/2 at which to solve the steady-state solutions, substituting (2.13) into (2.11)





















0 that can be solved. Then, (2.13) solves for N0, and we rearrange (2.12) to







sin (φ0 + tan
−1 α) (2.18)











also known as Mogensen’s locking range [45]. This can be related to the wavelength detuning
∆λinj by






The third constraint defining the stable portion of the locking range comes from the
determinant of the frequency response. As shown in (2.25) this is given by
D(jω) = (jω)3 + A(jω)2 +B(jω) + C (2.22)
where A, B, and C are defined in (2.26). The solution is unstable when the real parts of
the roots of the determinant (poles of the frequency response) are positive. Therefore, by
solving for the roots computationally we can determine the boundary between stable locking
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and chaos [74].
2.2.4 Small Signal Response
To perform analysis of the performance characteristics, we follow the work by [45,56,67,68,
71,72,75]. The linearized form of (2.1)-(2.3) can be placed in matrix form:

tSS + jω tSφ tSN
tφS tφφ + jω tφN












where the matrix terms are:
tSS = z cosφ0
tSφ = 2zS0 sinφ0
tSN = −gS0
tφS = −z sinφ0/2S0




tNS = γP − 2z cosφ0
tNN = γN + gS0 (2.24)
where z ≡ κ√Sinj/S0 can be interpreted as the injection rate. The magnitude of the direct
modulation frequency response is then:
∆S
∆J
≡ H(ω) = T jω + L




A = tSS + tφφ + tNN
B = tSStφφ + tSStNN + tφφtNN − tSφtφS − tSN tNS
C = tSStφφtNN + tSφtφN tNS − tSφtφStNN − tSN tNStφφ
L = (tSφtφN − tSN tφφ)/tSN
T = −tSN (2.26)
The frequency response can also be factored into its corresponding poles:
H(ω) ≈ TL
(jω + ωP )(jω − jωR + 12γ)(jω + jωR + 12γ)
(2.27)
where ωP is the frequency of the real pole. The poles and zero are configured as shown in
Figure 2.1. Note that there will be two complex conjugate poles that will determine the
resonance frequency ωR and damping −γ, similar to a free-running laser. The real pole and
zero are real hence shown on the x-axis in Fig. 2.1. The modulation frequency jω is shown
on the y-axis. The frequency response amplitude is found to be the distance dZ0 divided by
the product of dp0, dp1, and dp2. The resonance frequency is the distance from the complex
pole to the origin and the damping is from the complex pole to the y-axis.
We can approximate the resonance frequency as [76]
ω2R ≈ −tSN tNS − tSφtφS (2.28)
The first term tSN tNS is the resonance attributed to the dynamic coupling of the photons
and carriers and approximates to the same physical origin of the relaxation oscillation of a
free-running laser: tSN tNS = ω
2
RO where ωRO = gγPSfr. Using (2.24) to expand (2.28), the
resonance frequency approximates to:
ω2R ≈ ω2R0 + ∆ω2R (2.29)
where the resonance frequency enhancement term ∆ωR is defined as the second term in
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Complex pole-zero plot for the transfer function polynomial showing (a) the
determination of frequency response amplitude, resonance frequency, and damping as well














g(N0 −Nth) + ∆ωinj
∣∣∣ (2.31)
2.3 Numerical Simulations and Analysis
Using the small signal analytic model presented in the previous section, we can simulate
the small signal frequency response across the entire locking range. Either the various laser
parameters required for simulation are calculated, or typical values for 850 nm VCSELs are
used, as in [77], and given in Table 2.1. The borders of the map are created by the stability
analysis of the previous section while the response is calculated by (2.27). The plots in Fig.
2.2 show the simulated so-called “Arnold tongue” for the resonance frequency. In the simula-
tion, the value of the x-axis is the injection ratio, and the y-axis is either the (a) wavelength
detuning or (b) phase detuning between the array elements. Note that the conventions for
phase detuning and wavelength detuning are opposite, as φ(t) ≡ φslave(t)− φmaster − Ψ and
∆λinj,m ≡ λm − λfr,s. We would prefer not to switch conventions in this way; however, the
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typical Arnold tongue uses the convention in (a) and the locking range phase relationship
as described by Morgensen et al. gives the convention in (b). Therefore, we have kept the
conventions to be consistent with previous analysis. The color scale corresponds to the reso-
nance frequency. Figure 2.2 shows the general trend that the resonance frequency continues
to increase with increased injection ratio and reduced phase (or wavelength) detuning, reach-
ing up to 400 GHz for the parameters simulated here. The simulated Arnold tongues at lower
injection ratios in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the behavior that we may observe from laser
arrays using a 40 GHz network analyzer. The locking range maps are useful in developing
device designs as well as operating procedures to induce a desired response.
Table 2.1: Laser parameters used in simulation.
Symbol Value Units
λ 980 nm
L 1× 10−4 cm
 Lactive 24× 10−7 cm
r 0.998 -
τN 2 ns
τp 2× 10−3 ns
g 2× 10−16 cm2
Γ 0.043 -
Nth 5.23× 1018 #




We can use (2.27) to plot the frequency response for different values of injection ratio
and/or phase detuning (or wavelength detuning). The effects of increased injection ratio
at the low phase (wavelength) detuning edge of the locking range are shown in Fig. 2.3.
For increasing injection ratio, the resonance frequency increases and the model predicts
that the frequency response can be increased indefinitely. However, the 3 dB bandwidth
will be primarily limited by the parasitic-like first-order pole frequency ωp in (2.27). As
shown, the parasitic-like low frequency pole causes a 3 dB roll-off as the resonance frequency
increases, effectively limiting the bandwidth to ≈ ωp. The pole frequency is proportional to
the differential gain and photon density, so these parameters should be taken into account
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Figure 2.2: Simulated maps of the locking range showing modulation response resonance
frequency vs. injection ratio and (a) spectral resonance wavelength detuning or (b) relative
coupling phase detuning for one element being injection locked by another.
when designing the device.
The effect of phase (wavelength) detuning at a fixed injection ratio is shown in Fig. 2.4(a)-
(c). As shown by the green arrow and corresponding data in Figures 2.4(a)-(c), the response
has a high frequency resonance peak at the low detuning end of the locking range, whereas
it is highly damped without resonance peak at the high detuning end. This can be used
to the advantage of a particular application. Low bandwidth applications requiring high
linearity would benefit from the response at the high detuning end, since non-linearities
are proportional to the response resonance. In contrast, high frequency and narrow-band
applications, e.g. RF photonic link technology, would benefit from the response at the
low detuning end, since the usable bandwidth is narrow and centered on a high frequency
dependent upon the injection ratio.
The effect of increasing field injection (or coupling efficiency) while the wavelength detun-
ing is held constant at zero is also shown in Fig. 2.4. As depicted by the blue arrow and
corresponding data in Figures 2.4(a) and (d), the response becomes more damped as the
injection ratio is increased, and gives a large 3 dB bandwidth. This is the ideal behavior for
optical communications applications requiring large broadband 3 dB bandwidth. Not only
is this behavior the most desirable but, as we will show, also the most likely to be produced




Figure 2.3: Simulated locking range maps with operating conditions indicated for
producing the modulation response curves in (c). This shows explicitly the effects of
increased injection ratio.
detuning for the array elements when under coherently coupled operation are very near zero,
and by manipulation of the field distribution very large injection ratios can be achieved by




Figure 2.4: Simulated locking range maps with operating conditions indicated for
producing the modulation response curves in (c) and (d). This shows explicitly the effects
of wavelength detuning, phase detuning, or varying injection ratio (asymmetric field





Methods for fabricating photonic crystal (PhC) VCSELs [30,78–80] as well as coupled arrays
[81] have been demonstrated. An optimized PhC VCSEL also employs ion-implantation
[3, 82]. Additionally, arrays with enhanced current confinement via focused ion beam (FIB)
etching between the array elements for the purpose of phase tuning the coherently coupled
mode have been previously demonstrated [83–85].
Prior to this thesis, the fabrication of PhC, ion-implanted phased VCSEL arrays capable of
coherently coupled operation with high yield [86] had not been demonstrated. Additionally,
VCSEL arrays incorporating this structure for high-speed direct digital modulation [40] had
not been demonstrated. Finally, the fabrication of arrays with phase- and resonance-tuning
capabilities based on a high-reliability conventional manufacturing process had not previ-
ously been demonstrated. Thus the work herein significantly enhances both the fabrication
yield of coherently coupled arrays and the performance of phased VCSEL arrays for use in
applications requiring high-brightness, beam-steering, or high-speed modulation.
This chapter describes the fabrication of PhC, ion-implanted VCSELs for high-speed direct
modulation and single-mode emission to achieve high data rate–distance product. This
chapter also describes the fabrication of PhC, ion-implanted, phased VCSEL arrays for
coherently coupled operation and high-speed direct modulation. Special considerations and
challenges in the fabrication process are included.
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3.2 High-speed Single-mode Photonic Crystal VCSEL Fabrication
Samples are fabricated from wafers with a variety of epitaxial VCSEL structures (see Table
3.1 at the end of section) grown by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy on GaAs substrates.
The typical epitaxial structure consists of a bottom n-type (Si-doped) distributed Bragg
reflector (DBR) mirror consisting of alternating Al0.10Ga0.90As and Al0.90Ga0.10As layers
with 34 to 40 periods, an undoped active region with multiple GaAs or InGaAs quantum
wells, and a similar top p-type (C-doped) DBR mirror with 20 to 26 periods. The VCSEL
structures are designed to emit nominally at wavelengths of 850 nm or 975 nm.
A cross-sectional sketch and top-view near-field photo of the PhC, ion-implanted VC-
SEL are shown in Fig. 3.1. Fabrication of the PhC, ion-implanted VCSELs requires six
photolithographic mask levels which consist of: photonic crystal and mesa patterns, ion im-
planted gain aperture, bottom metal contacts, top metal contacts, planarization openings,
and fan metal contacts. The typical fabrication procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. A
detailed fabrication follower for the high-speed single-mode PhC VCSELs can be found in
Appendix A.
Device fabrication begins with patterning the photonic crystal within a mesa, which we ac-
complish with the deposition, photolithographic patterning, and reactive-ion etching (RIE)
of a silicon dioxide (SiO2) etch mask. A 400 nm thick SiO2 layer is deposited on the wafer
surface by SiH4/N2O plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The PhC pat-
terns and surrounding mesas are patterned simultaneously using a positive-tone 1.4 µm
thick photoresist and conventional contact photolithography. The PhC and mesa patterns
are transferred to the SiO2 mask using Freon (CF4) reactive-ion etching (RIE), and the
remaining photoresist is stripped using acetone and O2 plasma ashing. The remaining pho-





Figure 3.1: (a) Cross-sectional sketch for a high-speed single-mode, ion-implanted PhC
VCSEL. (b) Top-view photo and (c) close-up photo of fabricated device.
Figure 3.2: The major steps of fabricating the high-speed, single-mode PhC, ion-implanted
VCSELs.
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Following the definition of PhC patterns and mesas, the samples are prepared for proton
implantation to create gain apertures. The circular gain aperture is defined photolitho-
graphically using positive-tone 8 µm thick photoresist aligned to the SiO2 features. The
gain aperture is formed by a high energy (340 keV) proton (hydrogen ion) implantation with
a dose of 5 × 1014 cm−2, with the wafers tilted at 7◦ off-normal to prevent ion channeling.
Following the ion implantation, the photoresist is stripped using an acetone spray gun and
O2 plasma ashing.
After defining the implants, the PhC and mesa are created simultaneously using a SiCl4
inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) process. Mesas are etched ap-
proximately to the low Al content layer of the fourth DBR period in the bottom DBR using
in situ reflectometry to monitor the etch depth. The reduced etch rate in the PhC air holes
as compared to the field around the mesa is due to the aspect ratio scaling of etch rate [87],
which prevents the holes from penetrating the active region. Etching the holes through the
active region would cause nonradiative surface recombination, and result in excessive heating
and degradation of laser performance. Depending on the hole diameter, hole etch depths
range from 82% to 100% through the top DBR mirror, while the field is etched approximately
4 periods into the lower DBR. Following the etch, the remaining SiO2 is removed by CF4
RIE.
Next, bottom n-type contacts are formed by conventional evaporation and liftoff lithog-
raphy. The bottom ring contacts are patterned by contact lithography with positive-tone 6
µm thick photoresist. A 10:1 DI:NH4OH solution is used to remove the native oxide formed
on the AlGaAs field, and 40 nm Au0.4Ge0.6, 20 nm Ni, and 150 nm Au are deposited by
thermal and electron-beam evaporation. Acetone is used for metal liftoff, creating the ohmic
contacts to the n-type AlGaAs in the bottom DBR. Subsequently, the SiO2 etch mask is
removed by CF4 RIE and top p-type contacts (25 nm Ti / 160 nm Au) are created similarly
by conventional electron-beam evaporation and liftoff photolithography with positive-tone 3
µm thick photoresist. After contact deposition is complete, the samples are subjected to a 1
min, 420 ◦C rapid thermal anneal to improve the ohmic contacts and reduce residual crystal
damage from the implant process.
Subsequently, devices are planarized by negative-tone photodefinable polyimide HD-4104
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with metal ramp openings defined by standard photolithography. This polyimide has a low
dielectric constant to reduce the parasitic capacitance associated with the coplanar contacts.
In past efforts, the planarization process has been difficult, so a great deal of process de-
velopment was performed to create the recipe shown in Appendices A and B. In particular,
special consideration should be given to the cleanroom environment (temperature and hu-
midity) when performing the process development for planarization, as temperature and
humidity will have a large effect on the pre-cure polyimide thickness. A high temperature
curing up to 300 ◦C in an oven with constant nitrogen flow reduces the polyimide to 54% of
its pre-curing thickness. A brief CF4/O2 RIE is employed to remove residual polyimide in
the metal ramp openings. Finally, 1 µm thick coplanar interconnect ground-signal-ground
(GSG) fan metal pads (Ti/Au) are deposited by electron-beam evaporation and liftoff pho-
tolithography with positive-tone 6 µm thick photoresist. The thick fan metal facilitates high
speed measurements and wire-bonding if necessary.
Table 3.1: Epitaxial structures of the high-speed PhC, ion-implanted VCSEL samples.




A 1-λ, GaAs unstrained QWs 850 nm 23 undoped
B 1-λ, GaAs unstrained QWs 860 nm 23 undoped
3.3 Prototype High-speed Phased VCSEL Array Fabrication
The details of epitaxial structure for PhC, ion-implanted, phased VCSEL array samples are
detailed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 at the end of this section. The fabrication process is similar
to that of the single-mode PhC, ion-implanted VCSEL; however, there are two significant
variations. First, the top metal contacts are defined and deposited by a liftoff process
involving the use of LOR and reverse photolithography with AZ5214 PR, which allows for
the definition of separate top contacts to elements of an array in close proximity or the
use of metal runners for larger arrays and beam steering devices [88]. Second, additional
procedures are required to create sufficient current confinement between array elements, the
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purpose for which is resonance and coherence tuning as described in detail in Chapter 3.
As with previous work [85, 88], additional current confinement between array elements
can be created by a post-fabrication focused ion beam (FIB) etch procedure. Figure 3.3
shows a cross-sectional sketch and top-view photo and SEM images of the 1×2 PhC, ion-
implanted VCSEL array with increased current injection discrimination between elements
via post-fabrication FIB etch. In addition to the device performance degradation that is
described in Chapter 6, the FIB etch has several significant disadvantages as a fabrication
procedure. First, as an unconventional, serial post-fabrication process, it is not compatible
with large-scale manufacturing. Second, it is a procedure that requires precise tolerance.
Etching too deep inhibits device operation, likely due to the detrimental effects of non-
radiative recombination centers created from the impinging Ga+ ions and implanting into
the active region. Etching too shallowly inhibits device performance, likely due to a lack




Figure 3.3: (a) Cross-sectional sketch for 1×2 PhC, ion-implanted VCSEL array with
increased current injection discrimination between elements via post-fabrication FIB etch.
(b) Top-view photo and (c) SEM of fabricated device.
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3.4 Manufacturable High-Speed Phased VCSEL Array Fabrication
Fabrication of high-speed, phased VCSEL arrays with inter-element current isolation based
on a high-tolerance conventional manufacturing process requires seven levels in the pho-
tolithography mask set: photonic crystal and mesa patterns, ion implanted gain apertures,
ion implanted inter-element isolation, bottom metal contacts, top metal contacts, planariza-
tion openings, and fan metal contacts. Figure 3.4 shows a cross-sectional sketch and top-view
SEM images of the 1×2 high-speed, phased VCSEL arrays with inter-element current isola-
tion. The fabrication procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. A detailed fabrication follower for
the high-speed single-mode PhC VCSELs can be found in Appendix B.
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 3.4: (a) Cross-sectional sketch for 1×2 high-speed, phased VCSEL arrays with
inter-element current isolation. (b) Top-view SEM image with (c) close-up of fabricated
device.
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As shown in Fig. 3.5, array fabrication requires an additional stacked ion implantation
step following the definition of gain apertures. The inter-element isolation implant is defined
photolithographically using positive-tone 10 µm thick photoresist. In order to block the ions,
the photoresist must be over 6.5 µm thick, but thicker resist is desired for easier removal
of the mask after implantation. The inter-element isolation implant is formed by a serial
sequence of high energy proton implantation with a dose of 5× 1014 cm−2 at energies of 340,
300, 260, 210, 160, and 100 keV, followed by a serial sequence of oxygen implantation with
a dose of 5 × 1013 cm−2 at energies of 300, 150, and 50 keV. During the implant, wafers
are tilted at 7◦ off-normal to prevent ion channeling. Following the ion implantation, the
photoresist is stripped using an acetone spray gun and O2 plasma ashing.
Figure 3.5: The major steps of fabricating the high-speed, phased, PhC, ion-implanted
VCSEL arrays.
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Table 3.2: Epitaxial structures of the high-speed, phased, PhC, ion-implanted VCSEL
array samples utilizing a post-fabrication FIB etch to electrically isolate elements.




C 1-λ, InGaAs strained QWs 975 nm 20 n-type
D 1-λ, GaAs unstrained QWs 850 nm 22 undoped
Table 3.3: Epitaxial structures of the high-speed, phased, PhC, ion-implanted VCSEL
array samples utilizing a stacked ion implantation step in fabrication to electrically isolate
elements.




E 1-λ, GaAs unstrained QWs 850 nm 20 undoped
F 1-λ, GaAs unstrained QWs 850 nm 26 undoped
G 1-λ, GaAs unstrained QWs 850 nm 21 undoped
H 1.5-λ, GaAs unstrained QWs 860 nm 23 undoped
3.5 Special Considerations
3.5.1 Gain Aperture Uniformity
In previous work, producing implant apertures of uniform size and shape, especially for large
arrays, has been difficult. As shown in [88], the thick photoresist pillars used as an implant
mask after development have been typically somewhat cone-shaped and of different shapes
and sizes. This issue was mitigated in this round of fabrication by process development of
the gain aperture implant photolithography.
In order to block the ions during implantation, the photoresist must be over 6.5 µm thick
and typically thicker resist is desired for easier removal after it has been hardened by implan-
tation. We have found that 8 µm thick photoresist is desired, being sufficiently thick while




Figure 3.6: (a) SEM top-view and (b) angled-view of the photoresist implant mask by
double-spin photolithography process. (c) SEM top-view and (d) close-up angled-view of
the photoresist implant mask by single-spin photolithography process, taken following ion
implantation.
fabrication, this thick photoresist mask was achieved by a double-spin photolithography pro-
cess, with AZ9260 (designed for thickness up to 6 µm) being spun on and soft-baked twice
before alignment, exposure, and development. This method of gain aperture implant pho-
tolithography was used in [88] and in Appendix A as it works well for fabricating high-speed
single-mode VCSELs with a relatively large gain aperture. However, for smaller gain aper-
tures like those typically used in phased PhC arrays, the photoresist pillars are cone-shaped
and not uniform. Figure 3.6(a) and (b) show examples of the SEM images of photoresist
pillars developed in fabrication process development using the double-spin photolithography
process.
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We found through process development that a single-spin photolithography process with
AZ9260, as detailed in Appendix B, produced the desired mask thickness with greater uni-
formity of pillar size and shape. Figure 3.6(c) and (d) show the SEM images of photoresist
pillars on sample F after ion implantation. Note that Fig. 3.6(c) and (d) show that the pil-
lars have more vertical side-walls and more closely resemble the feature as designed, as well
as showing that the photoresist mask is relatively robust to the ion implantation process.
The gain implant uniformity has been improved by the fabrication process development in
this work, and the issue of high yield coherently coupled arrays is circumvented by resonance
tuning presented in Chapter 5, enabling reproducible behavior at precise bias conditions for
multiple devices across a sample. Nevertheless, uniform performance will still be greatly
affected by the uniformity of implant apertures. Therefore, in future work it may be desirable
to alleviate this problem further by use of a different implant mask material, such as silicon
nitride, as has been previously suggested [88], or metal masks [89].
3.5.2 Isolation Implant Width
This work is the first demonstration of implementing the stacked ion implantation procedure
for inter-element current isolation in phased, PhC VCSEL arrays. Thus sufficient width of
the stacked ion implant is necessary for current isolation to achieve coherence and resonance
tuning. As discussed in the device design section of Chapter 6, the width of the inter-element
isolation stacked ion implantation is varied from 2, 3 or 4 µm for each device design. The
dependence of the inter-element current isolation on the VCSEL epitaxial structure was also
not known. Therefore, a variety of epitaxial structures were used in this study (see Table
3.3). The device performance benefits from utilizing the stacked ion implantation step as
compared to the post-fabrication FIB etch process are discussed in detail in Chapter 6. Here
we discuss the stacked ion implantation as implemented in this round of device fabrication,
and how it can be improved.
For 2 µm stacked implant width, this is roughly the same as the designed separation be-
tween array element gain apertures. As the stacked implant width increases and overlap with
the gain apertures increases, the gain apertures are essentially reduced in size with increased
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separation of unpumped region between them. This effect is shown by close examination
of the subthreshold luminescence in the near-field photos of Fig. 3.7. This will affect the
performance of individual elements and the array as a whole, as the complex index profile
is changed and will respond differently to increased current injection than was designed.
Furthermore, this effect is exacerbated for even slight misalignment in the photolithography
steps of fabrication defining the gain apertures and/or the stacked implant.
Figure 3.7: Photos showing current isolation through subthreshold luminescence for Device
Type 4 in the same unit cell on Sample G. Top row shows arrays with 2µm (left), 3µm
(middle), 4µm (right) implant width. Each array (first row) has subthreshold bias applied
to element 1 (second row), element 2 (third row), and both elements (bottom row).
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Average value of resistance between top metal contacts vs. width of the
inter-element stacked isolation implant for each device type on (a) Sample E (20 DBR
pairs) and (b) Sample F (26 DBR pairs). The numbers in legend indicate the Design
Number as shown in Table 6.1
The samples in this study (see Table 3.3) have variation in epitaxial structure, with the
number of top DBR periods ranging from 20 to 26, and correspondingly the distance from
the wafer surface to the active region ranging from about 3.0 µm to 3.5 µm. The deepest
implant of the stacked ion implantation procedure is the same as the gain aperture implant,
with proton implantation performed at a 7◦ tilt and a dose and energy of 5× 1014 cm−2 and
340 keV, respectively.
The electrical isolation between the elements is shown in Fig. 3.8. The resistance between
the top metal contacts of multiple 1×2 arrays for each device type on all samples was
measured. The measurements from devices on Samples E and F are shown in Fig. 3.8, (a)
and (b), respectively, and are chosen due to the similarity in epitaxial structure but with
significantly different number of top DBR mirror periods. As shown, the resistance between
top contacts increases with the width of the stacked ion implant and significantly increases
with reduced number of top DBR periods.
The photos in Fig. 3.9 explicitly show that sufficient inter-element current isolation is
achieved for all fabricated arrays at bias currents beyond thermal rollover. Figure 3.9 corre-
sponds to device type 5 (see Table 6.1) from sample F with just 2 µm of stacked ion implant
between the array elements. Having the largest aperture sizes of all device types and the
thinnest stacked ion implantation between elements, this device showed the lowest current
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.9: (a) Photo and (b)(c) near-fields for device with least inter-element current
resistance (0.8 kΩ) on Sample F. The array in (a) has bias of 17 mA applied to (b)
Element 1 only and (c) Element 2 only. The bias of 17 mA is greater than the thermal
rollover current value, and no emission is observed in the unbiased element.
isolation specification, specifically 0.8 kΩ resistance between top contacts. As apparent in
Fig. 3.9, only one element lases when biased at currents beyond that producing thermal
rollover. Additionally, with element 1 biased at 6 mA and the bias current varied to ele-
ment 2, the array can be tuned into and out of coherently coupled operation as observed by
diffraction patterns in the far-field intensity profile (not shown).
There are several important conclusions regarding the electrical isolation of PhC VCSEL
arrays. The stacked ion implantation width can be as low as 2 µm, possibly lower, and still
maintain the necessary amount of inter-element current isolation. Therefore, the precision
of alignments for the gain aperture implant photolithography and the stacked ion implant
photolithography are the limiting factors for realizing the designed inter-element region with-
out gain, not an additional thickness required by the stacked implant. This issue may be
alleviated by removing the interelement implanted region in the gain aperture implantation
design, as it will be created by the following stacked ion implantation step. Additionally, this
solution may also circumvent the issue with producing gain aperture implants of uniform size
and shape, as discussed in the previous subsection. For further explanation with a design
diagram, please see the future work proposed in Chapter 7.
It may also be desirable to reduce the designed width of the stacked ion implantation
further and find the lower limit that can be realized in fabrication. This may be necessary
for future designs of coherently coupled arrays designed for increased field injection between
elements for further enhancement of modulation bandwidth.
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3.6 Conclusions
The fabrication of PhC implant-defined VCSELs and arrays studied in this work has been
described. The fabrication process requires six to seven mask levels in the photolithography
mask set. Further details about the fabrication process can be found in Appendices A and B.
We have discussed issues deserving special consideration that are related to the fabrication







Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) are deployed extensively in short-haul op-
tical data communication and sensing applications. Conventional VCSEL designs typically
lead to operation in multiple transverse modes because the VCSEL lateral dimension is much
larger than the effective cavity length in the longitudinal direction. Single-mode VCSELs
are necessary for high-speed (low dispersion) optical communication, high precision sensing,
optical imaging, and atomic clocks. Demonstrated methods for achieving single fundamen-
tal mode VCSEL operation include increasing loss to higher order modes [24] and properly
designing the transverse index profile for single-mode confinement [25–27]. However, these
methods require unique designs with specific dimensions correlated to the emission wave-
length.
The use of a photonic crystal (PhC), in the form of a periodic pattern of air holes etched
into the top (output) mirror of an ion-implanted VCSEL, has been shown to create single-
mode operation over a wide range of emission wavelengths (670, 780, 850, 980, or 1300
nm) [28–32, 41]. Additionally the degree of freedom provided by separation of optical and
electrical confinement has allowed for the optimization of PhC VCSELs for use in high-
speed low dispersion optical communication [18, 33–35]. Single-mode ion implanted PhC
VCSELs have shown error-free transmission over 1-km of OM4 multimode fiber (MMF) at
a data rate of 25 Gb/s while biased at a low current density of 5.4 kA/cm2, consistent with
high-reliability operation and long device lifetime [18]. The data rate, transmission distance
product reported in [18] is limited by low output power (i.e. < 0.5 mW at thermal rollover).
Therefore, to achieve error-free transmission over longer fiber links at higher data rates,
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further design optimization, particularly with consideration to output power, is necessary.
In this work, we report designs of ion implanted PhC VCSELs to reduce electrical and
thermal parasitics and to improve DC and modulation response performance while maintain-
ing single-mode emission for use in optical links with high data rate, transmission distance
products. The design optimizations considered in this study include various modifications
of the PhC pattern.
4.2 Device Design
High-speed ion-implanted PhC VCSELs employ ion implantation for current confinement
and a central defect, hexagonal lattice photonic crystal structure for optical confinement.
The optical aperture, current aperture, and top contact opening dimensions are separately
optimized with considerations made to the reduction of threshold current, series resistance,
and diffusion capacitance to enable high-speed modulation at low operating current density
[18, 34]. The properly designed PhC pattern provides stable index guiding and optical loss
to discriminate against higher order modes that overlap the PhC region, thereby enhancing
single-mode operation. The ion implanted PhC VCSELs studied here are similar to those
in [18] and are adapted from the designs of high-speed oxide-confined PhC VCSELs [90].
The VCSEL epitaxial material is that of samples A and B in Table 3.1, and consists of 23
p-type top distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) mirror periods, 36 n-type bottom DBR mirror
periods on an undoped GaAs substrate, which surround an active region emitting nominally
at 850 to 860 nm. Device fabrication details are given in Chapter 3. Note that device
fabrication was based on a high-tolerance conventional manufacturing process and requires
only optical lithography. A side-view sketch and design layout are shown in Fig. 4.1, and
includes definition of the PhC crystal period a, and hole diameter, b.
The gain aperture is formed by ion implantation [3], and is designed to be just slightly
larger than the optical aperture. Diffusion capacitance is increased by increasing size mis-
match between the current aperture and the optical aperture, which in turn can cause long
rise time in eye patterns of large signal modulation. Additionally, the threshold current scales





Figure 4.1: (a) Cross-sectional sketch for a graded index, ion-implanted PhC VCSEL, (b)
and (c) Mask design layout with features labeled.
than the optical aperture without having negative impact on performance. The diameter of
the implant aperture is designed to be 2a + b + 4 µm, which is 4 µm larger than the diam-
eter of the circular opening in the p-type top contact. The p-type contact is designed with
diameter 2a + b µm so that it surrounds the PhC holes nearest the defect optical aperture
without overlap. This design gives a compromise between low operating current density, low
diffusion capacitance, and fabrication alignment tolerance.
The photonic crystal pattern, which in prior studies always consisted of no less than 36
etched air holes surrounding a central defect waveguide, dominates the modal properties of
the VCSEL. The PhC design parameters considered previously include hole diameter (b),
period (a), and etch depth through the top DBR mirror. In this work, we consider various
photonic crystal designs, given in Table 4.1, shown to produce single-mode operation at
various wavelengths for a wide range of hole etch depth [28–32,41]. The devices have square
mesas, ranging in side-length from 41 to 32 µm in steps of 1 µm.
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Another design modification that can be easily implemented is to reduce the parasitic
capacitance by removal of the spatial overlap between the fan metal that conducts the signal
(in the GSG configuration) and the n-type bottom metal contact. Although this modification
was not pursued, we have modified the photolithography mask design for this purpose and
it can be implemented in a future fabrication study.
Table 4.1: Ten photonic crystal designs for single-mode PhC VCSELs. Designs 1 through 7
produced single-mode lasing in this work.
Design b/a a (µm) b (µm)
1 0.6 3.0 1.8
2 0.5 3.5 1.75
3 0.6 3.5 2.1
4 0.7 3.5 2.45
5 0.6 4.0 2.4
6 0.7 4.0 2.8
7 0.6 4.5 2.7
8 0.7 3.0 2.1
9 0.7 4.5 3.15
10 0.6 5.0 3.0
This study includes modifications to the PhC design. The number (n) of air holes in a
hexagonal PhC pattern is varied from 36, to 18, to 6 (3, 2, and 1 rows, respectively), as
shown in Fig. 4.2(a)-(c), to significantly reduce the volume of etched semiconductor from
the top DBR mirror. This design modification is referred to as the reduced periodicity PhC
in this work. Another design modification implements a reduced hole diameter (b′), and
corresponding reduction of hole etch depth, of the 6 air holes nearest the optical aperture
for n = 36 and n = 18, as shown in Fig. 4.2(d), to produce a graded index profile. Fur-
thermore, the reduced diameter holes are moved radially outward, such that the optical
aperture diameter is increased and given by 2a+b−2b′, analogous to the modified designs of
PhC nano-membrane lasers in [91]. In this work, we evaluate the designs in Table 4.1 with
b′ = 1.75 µm and corresponding hole etch depth of 82% through the top DBR mirror. This
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Figure 4.2: Top-view optical images of PhC VCSEL mesas with (a) 36, (b) 18, (c) 6, and
(d) 36 etched air holes in the photonic crystal structure. The diameter b′, and
corresponding etch depth, of the 6 air holes nearest the optical aperture are reduced in (d).
design modification is referred to as the graded index PhC in this work.
4.3 Experimental Setup
Various experimental setups were used in characterizing the devices. Spectra, output optical
power, small signal modulation response, and large signal modulation response data are
acquired. Diagrams of the experimental setups are shown in Fig. 4.3. Great effort was
put into automating various measurements with LabVIEW, which is discussed in detail in
Appendix D.
For continuous wave (DC) measurements, the VCSELs are characterized on an Alessi
probe station. An optical microscope is used to image the devices on wafer with the image
captured by camera and projected onto a computer monitor screen. Devices are biased with
two single pin probes on the top and bottom contact fan metal pads. A Keithly 236 precision
voltage/current source is used to bias the VCSELs with fixed current levels for spectral mea-
surements. To perform spectral measurements, the light output from the VCSEL is collected
by a multimode fiber coupled to the microscope objective and transmitted to a Yokogawa
AQ6370C optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). Spectral resolution of 0.02 nm and sensitivity of





Figure 4.3: Diagrams of the experimental setups for (a) spectral measurements, (b) LIV
measurements, and (c) small signal modulation response measurements.
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age (LIV) measurements, an Agilent 4156C semiconductor parameter analyzer (SPA) varies
the bias current, and both voltage across the device as well as optical power (converted from
photocurrent collected by a calibrated broad area Si photodetector) are measured, processed,
and displayed. A diagram of the experimental setup for DC measurements is shown in Fig.
4.3(a) and (b).
For small signal modulation response measurements, the VCSELs are characterized on a
probe station equipped with an optical microscope and CCD camera attached to a monitor.
Devices are biased by a high-speed ground-signal-ground (GSG) electrical probe. An Agi-
lent E8363C parameter network analyzer (PNA), capable of combining the DC bias from a
Keithly 236 source with small RF modulation signal at frequencies up to 40 GHz, is used to
perform the S-parameter measurements. The modulation response is the transmitted light
output signal converted into electrical signal as detected by photodiode in response to a small
RF modulation signal on the bias to the laser. The light output from the VCSEL is collected
by optical fiber probe and coupled into the FC 50 µm multimode fiber input of a New Focus
1434-50 photodetector. The high-speed photodetector has 3 dB bandwidth of 25 GHz. A
diagram of the experimental setup for small signal modulation response measurements is
shown in Fig. 4.3(c).
For large signal modulation response measurements, the VCSELs were characterized by our
collaborators at Oracle Research Laboratories with the following test equipment: an Agilent
J-BERT N4903B with M8061A Mux, Keithly 2200-32-3 DC power supply, Agilent DCAX
86100D mainframe (+ 86105D module) oscilloscope, Newport 1484-A-50 photoreceiver (for
20 Gb/s BER measurements), SFP+ photoreceiver (for 25 Gb/s BER measurements), HP
8158B optical attenuator, Agilent 8153B mainframe (+ 81533B module + 81525A optical
head) optical power meter, and OM3 multimode fiber. The measurements are performed
with nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) of word length 27 − 1,
Vpp of 0.7 V, and transmission over either 5 meters (back-to-back or BTB) or 60 meters of




The light versus current and voltage (LIV) as well as spectral properties are measured for
over 400 VCSELs under continuous wave operation at room temperature. Additionally, small
signal modulation response is measured. In this work, we define single-mode operation as
side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) greater than 30 dB from threshold through maximum
output power, and quasi-single-mode operation as SMSR greater than 20 dB (and less than
30 dB). Note that when calculating RMS spectral width for evaluation of the dispersion
performance for a device, it is common practice to exclude spectral intensity data greater
than 20 dB below the peak of spectral emission. Therefore, both single-mode and quasi-
single-mode operation, by our definitions, give narrow spectral width. The RMS spectral














where Pi is the power of each spectrum data point, Ptot is the sum of all the power points,
and λi is each wavelength point.
4.4.1 Reduced Periodicity PhC VCSELs
Single-mode operation is produced for n = 36, 18, or 6 for every single-mode design evaluated
(see Table 4.1), except Design 7. Design 7 gives single-mode operation for n = 36, 18, but
gives quasi-single-mode operation for n = 6. This suggests that periodicity is not necessarily
required to produce the optical loss to higher order modes that is necessary for single-mode
emission and narrow spectral width. For PhC VCSELs, the effective refractive index of the
cladding PhC region has been calculated from the out-of-plane photonic band diagram using
the plane-wave expansion method which assumes infinite periodicity. The effects of reducing
the periodicity of etched air holes on the refractive index profile and scattering loss require
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Figure 4.4: (a) Series resistance and (b) rollover current of single-mode PhC VCSELs with
different number of holes in the photonic crystal designs given by Table 4.1.
further study.
The effects of reducing the number of air holes in the PhC pattern on electrical and thermal
resistance are shown in Fig. 4.4. Figure 4.4(a) shows that the mean series resistance after
threshold is relatively constant for n = 36, 18 and reduces significantly for n = 6. Figure
4.4(b) shows that the bias current at which the devices experience thermal rollover behaves
accordingly. Note that each data point (circle) in Fig. 4.4 represents the average value from
measurements of 10 devices (of each device type) with standard deviation values typically
∼ 2 Ω and ∼ 1 mA in Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b), respectively.
Reducing the number of air holes in the PhC pattern unfortunately has little effect on the
maximum output power, as shown in the data included in Appendix C. Additionally, there
is little effect on the maximum 3 dB modulation bandwidth, as it varies less than ∼1 GHz
for any number of air holes for most designs. However, the results shown here are impor-
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tant for the applications of coherently coupled PhC VCSEL arrays. The bias conditions to
produce coherent coupling of PhC VCSEL arrays is largely limited by thermal rollover [86].
Additionally, it has been shown that the coherent coupling phase relationship between ar-
ray elements can be controlled by utilizing a non-periodic PhC design and incrementally
changing the distance separating array elements [92]. PhC designs that enable single-mode
emission without requiring periodicity may therefore be important for applications of coher-
ently coupled PhC VCSEL arrays requiring control of coupling phase and narrow spectral
width, e.g. high-speed arrays for low-dispersion optical communications and electronic beam
steering for sensing applications [40,84].
4.4.2 Graded Index PhC VCSELs
Reducing the diameter and etch depth of the 6 air holes nearest the optical aperture pro-
duced single-mode operation for only a subset of the designs in Table 4.1, along with the
following consistent performance enhancements. Output power is increased by the larger
optical aperture and graded index profile. Additionally, reduced threshold current and in-
creased differential quantum efficiency for single-mode designs indicate reduced optical loss
to the fundamental mode. Also, reducing the volume of etched semiconductor near the cur-
rent aperture results in reduced threshold voltage, reduced series resistance, and increased
rollover current. The maximum modulation bandwidth is also found to consistently increase.
A PhC design worth reporting is a modified Design 4, with n = 36, a = 3.5, b = 2.45,
and b′ = 1.75. Figure 4.5(a) shows the LIV data for two PhC VCSELs, one having Design
4 (dashed red line) and the other having modified Design 4 with reduced b′ (solid blue line).
As shown in Fig. 4.5, by modifying Design 4 the DC performance is improved in the several
ways discussed above, notably producing a 3× increase in maximum output power to 1.85
mW, while single-mode operation is maintained. As shown in Fig. 4.5(b), the device is
highly single-mode with 33 dB SMSR and an RMS spectral width of 0.025 nm at maximum
output power. Figure 4.6 shows the modulation response performance of this device, showing
a 3 dB bandwidth of 15 GHz and MCEF of 5.6 GHz/mA1/2.
The modified Design 4 can also result in improved modulation performance that should
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Figure 4.5: (a) LIV of a PhC VCSEL having b/a = 0.7 and b = b′ = 2.45 (dashed red
curves) next to that of another PhC VCSEL having b/a = 0.7, b = 2.45, b′ = 1.75 (solid
blue curves) on Sample B. (b) Optical spectrum of the same PhC VCSEL having b′ = 1.75
µm at bias current of 18 mA.
be capable of producing greater data rate, transmission distance product than previously
achieved by PhC VCSELs. As mentioned previously, PhC VCSELs with Design 1 have
produced 25 Gb/s over 1 km MMF, limited by a relatively low output power less than
0.5 mW at maximum [18]. PhC VCSELs with Design 4 have produced decent modulation
bandwidth at an ultralow operating current density (i.e. ∼16 GHz modulation bandwidth at
1.3 kA/cm2) [17], but have not been shown to be capable of 25 Gb/s error-free modulation.
By reducing the diameter of b′ to 1.75 µm, Design 4 is made capable of producing 25 Gb/s
error-free modulation, as shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Considering its significant output
power and single-mode operation, we expect PhC VCSELs utilizing the modified Design 4 to
be great candidates for use in optical links requiring large data rate × transmission products.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Small signal modulation response curves at various bias currents for the
PhC VCSEL with DC performance shown in Fig. 4.5. (b) 3-dB frequency against
(I − Ith)1/2 showing MCEF of 5.6 GHz/mA1/2.
Figure 4.7: (a) Eye diagram of a PhC VCSEL with Design 4 (b/a = 0.7, b = b′ = 2.45)
biased at 12 mA (corresponding to operating current density of 6.6 kA/cm2) under room
temperature and modulated at 20 Gb/s with Vpp = 0.7 V, indicating closed eyes. (b) Eye
diagram of a graded index PhC VCSEL with modified Design 4 (b/a = 0.7, b = 2.45,
b′ = 1.75) under same bias conditions and modulated at 25 Gb/s with Vpp = 0.7 V,
indicating opened eyes.
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Figure 4.8: BER curves for device with eye diagram shown in Fig. 4.7(b) before and after
transmitting through a 60 m OM3 MMF.
4.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we report on designs of photonic crystal vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
that yield single-transverse mode operation at 850 nm wavelength with reduced electrical
parasitics and improved performance. Reducing the number of air holes in single-mode
PhC designs significantly reduces electrical and thermal parasitics while maintaining narrow
spectral width emission, despite lack of periodicity in the PhC etched air hole pattern. PhC
designs that enable single-mode emission without requiring periodicity may therefore be
important for applications of coherently coupled PhC VCSEL arrays requiring control of
coupling phase and narrow spectral width, e.g. high-speed arrays for low-dispersion optical
communications and electronic beam steering for sensing applications [40,84]
Reducing the diameter and etch depth of the 6 air holes nearest the optical aperture
of PhC VCSELs produces several performance enhancements. With significantly increased
output power, single-mode emission, and demonstrated error-free transmission over at a
data rate of 25 Gb/s while operating at a current density of 6.6 kA/cm2, graded index PhC
VCSELs with n = 36, a = 3.5, b = 2.45, and b′ = 1.75 are compatible for VCSEL-based
data communication requiring high data rate, transmission distance product while operating
at a high-reliability bias regime. Further design optimization of graded index PhC designs
to enable greater single-mode output power may enable error-free transmission over longer
fiber links at higher data rates.
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CHAPTER 5
RESONANCE AND COHERENCE TUNING OF
OPTICALLY COUPLED PHASED PHC VCSEL
ARRAYS
5.1 Introduction
Coherently coupled vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) arrays possess many fea-
tures that make them viable candidates for applications in sensing, imaging, and optical
communications. Photonic crystal VCSEL arrays operating in an in-phase mode producing
an on-axis angularly narrow beam are useful for high-radiance [93] and optical beam steer-
ing [84], whereas arrays operating in an out-of-phase mode have been shown to produce high
modulation bandwidth with narrow spectral width [40], which are desirable characteristics
for fiber optical communications. Furthermore, controlled optical beam steering and modu-
lation bandwidth enhancement from phased VCSEL arrays result in part from the resonance
detuning of individual array elements while operating in a coherently coupled mode [40,85].
Therefore, it is desirable to consistently achieve coherently coupled operation with the spec-
ified modal properties for a given application, as well as to have the ability to tune the
resonance conditions of each array element while in coherently coupled operation.
The former of these two challenges has been the subject of much research in coherently
coupled microcavity laser arrays. Coherently coupled VCSEL arrays have been previously
demonstrated using several means of optical confinement, including mirror etching [94, 95]
and patterned metal [96–98]. However, these array designs typically operate in out-of-phase
modes, producing the less desirable off-axis far-field mode profile. Operation in the in-phase
mode is consistently achieved by phase-adjusted [99] and regrown anti-guided [100–102]
VCSEL arrays, but at the expense of significantly greater complexity of fabrication. Photonic
crystal etched hole patterns [81] and ion-implanted gain-guiding designs [80] have also been
employed to permit in-phase coupling between array elements. However, the former approach
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produces coherent VCSEL arrays with a low fabrication yield [79], while the latter often
produces multi-mode arrays operating coherently only near lasing threshold. Combining a
photonic crystal etched hole pattern with an ion implant-defined laser gain structure enables
a more robust and practical coherently coupled VCSEL array. A key manifestation is that
they operate as anitguided (also known as leaky mode) arrays [92].
In prior investigations, coherently coupled operation from properly designed photonic crys-
tal, ion-implanted VCSEL arrays was not achieved with high yield. To coherently couple
array elements, it was thought that the individual waveguides must be nearly identical, and
so the challenge of high yield was thought to rely on the precision and uniformity of the
fabrication process [88]. When consistent and reproducible coherently coupled operation of
VCSEL arrays was achieved, the laser arrays were found to have very stable modal properties
over the full range of operation from threshold to maximum output power [93]. However,
identically designed laser arrays in a sample could be found to be either solely uncoupled,
coherently coupled in-phase, or coherently coupled out-of-phase [79,81,88].
In this work, we demonstrate that coherently coupled operation is consistently achieved
through resonance tuning of the elements in 1×2 photonic crystal VCSEL arrays. This
results in coherently coupled operation from every properly designed array tested using this
method. Tuning an array into coherent coupling of different cavity modes can produce
various coupled mode behaviors at various bias conditions in a single device. Moreover, the
controlled resonance tuning provides access to increased output power. In effect, we can tune
every suitably designed VCSEL array into coherence, often at a range of bias conditions, to
produce either in-phase or out-of-phase coupling.
5.2 Devices In This Study
A cross-sectional sketch with inset scanning electron microscope image of the 1×2 photonic
crystal VCSEL array is shown in Fig. 5.1. For the 1×2 VCSEL array data reported in
this chapter, the VCSEL epitaxial material is that of sample C. Note that the epitaxial
structure and wavelength of the phased VCSEL arrays is arbitrary, and the ability to tune
the resonance and coherence of the array has been observed for samples emitting at nominal
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Figure 5.1: Cross-sectional sketch and inset scanning electron micrograph of a 1×2
optically coupled, phased vertical cavity laser array. Top contacts are labeled for Elements
1 (red) and 2 (blue) so as to correspond with the color-scheme of data in this chapter.
wavelengths of 850 nm to 975 nm, specifically samples C, D, E, F, G, and H (see Tables 3.2
and 3.3).
As described in Chapter 6, the phased VCSEL arrays are formed by combining a photonic
crystal etched hole pattern that defines the array optical cavity, with an ion implant-defined
laser gain structure. Multiple device designs were studied where the photonic crystal pa-
rameters subject to variation are hole pitch a and hole diameter b in either a hexagonal- or
square-lattice pattern. The laser elements of the phased array correspond to single missing
holes (lattice defects) in the photonic crystal pattern. To enhance optical coupling between
neighboring elements in the array, the photonic crystal is designed such that there is no
etched hole directly between array elements and with holes nearest this inter-element cou-
pling region having reduced size. The photonic crystal a and b parameters used here have
enabled single Gaussian mode operation for single element VCSELs by providing an appro-
priate and stable index guiding with greater optical loss for higher order modes [41,78].
The current apertures defined by ion-implantation are designed such that they overlap
both a unique top metal contact and the photonic crystal apertures of each element [40].
The current apertures have combined cross section areas from 100 to 140 µm2 and are sep-
arated by ≈2 µm of implanted semiconductor between the elements. This structure enables
strong optical coupling between array elements and stable coherently coupled operation un-
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der proper biasing conditions. Planarization helps to avoid stress-induced refractive index
change while probing the device and allows for high-speed amplitude modulation of the ar-
ray [40]. In order to achieve the critical electrical isolation between the array elements, the
highly electrically conductive top DBR period is bisected between the array elements and
top contacts by FIB etching. The post-fabrication FIB etch step has been replaced with a
stacked ion implantation procedure as described in Chapters 3 and 6. Hence the phased VC-
SEL arrays do not require custom epitaxial layers and rely solely on conventional fabrication
processes that have proven to be reliable for single element VCSELs.
5.3 Resonance and Coherence Tuning
The light output versus bias current for the 1×2 VCSEL array is shown in Fig. 5.2 for
different biasing schemes of the two array elements. Figure 5.2 shows the array output for
an injection current to Element 1 only, Element 2 only, and the total current with equal
bias on each element simultaneously. Note that the VCSEL array is an imperfect voltage
divider and without total electrical isolation at the active region; therefore, the injection
current is the current supplied to the individual contact for that element, but not necessarily
the total current injected into the element. In these measurements the array output beam
is completely detected, regardless of coherent or incoherent operation. As depicted in Fig.
5.2(a), there is a significant difference in the output power and lasing threshold when each
element is biased separately. Furthermore the near-field shows lasing only in the biased
array element, indicating electrical isolation between the elements of the array. Shown in
Fig. 5.2(b) is the output power for a constant bias current I2 = 4.1 mA applied to Element
2, while the current I1 is varied to Element 1. Note the distinct increase in output power
at I1 = 3.6 and 4.4 mA in Fig. 5.2(b). We show below that these perturbations in the
output power correspond to bias conditions at which we tune the resonance of Element 1
into coherence with Element 2.
Resonance tuning for each array element is explicitly demonstrated in Fig. 5.3. The
spatially resolved peak wavelengths of the Gaussian modes of Elements 1 and 2 are shown in
Fig. 5.3 for different biasing schemes. Figure 5.3(a) shows constant bias current I2 = 4.1 mA
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Figure 5.2: Output power vs. bias current for 1×2 array with varied bias applied to (a)
Element 1 only (red), Element 2 only (blue), Elements 1 and 2 simultaneously (black), and
(b) Element 1 with a constant current I2 = 4.1 mA applied to Element 2.
while I1 is varied, whereas Fig. 5.3(b) shows constant bias current I1 = 4.4 mA while I2 is
varied using the same VCSEL array. Increasing the current injection into either array element
increases (decreases) the cavity refractive index for that element through ohmic heating
(electronic suppression) [92], thus varying its natural resonance wavelength. Ohmic heating
and current spreading into the inter-element regions of the array influence the refractive
index in that region as well; thus, the index profile across the array is varied with current
injection.
As depicted in Fig. 5.3(a), starting at a lower bias current and then increasing the current
injection to Element 1 allows us to tune its cavity resonance to be shorter or longer with
respect to the lasing wavelength of Element 2. As seen in the inset of Fig. 5.3(a), we
find that over a range of approximately 100 µA around I2 = 4.4 mA, the fundamental
modes of both elements are locked at the same resonance frequency, becoming unlocked
when the wavelength detuning between each cavity’s fundamental mode resonance becomes
greater than about 0.1 nm (±0.03 nm). The extent of this locking range while varying
current injection into one of the elements, which in turn is related to an amount of frequency
detuning allowed while the array remains locked in coherently coupled operation, varies
between different array designs and for the same array under different bias conditions. It
should be noted that there is often an observed hysteresis with this locking range, as it
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Figure 5.3: Spatially resolved spectral data showing fundamental mode wavelength vs. bias
current for Elements 1 (red circle) and 2 (blue square) for (a) I2 = 4.1 mA while I1 is
varied and (b) I1 = 4.4 mA while I2 is varied. Inset shows locking range.
is noticeably made larger by first locking the elements of the array and then increasing the
frequency detuning of the elements while locked in coherently coupled operation. As depicted
in Fig. 5.2(b), the locked resonance wavelength is accompanied by a significant increase in the
output power over this small range of injection currents, greater than is otherwise achieved.
As shown in Fig. 5.3(b), similar behavior is found for reversing these measurements with
constant current I1 = 4.4 mA and tuning the current injection to Element 2 for this array.
Coherence tuning is explicitly demonstrated in Fig. 5.4. The spatially resolved emission
spectra and far-field intensity profile for the 1×2 array are shown in Fig. 5.4 for several bias
conditions indicated by points α, β, and γ in Fig. 5.3. Notice that by electrically tuning
the fundamental modes of Elements 1 and 2 into spectral overlap (region β in Fig. 5.3),
the array becomes coherently coupled in an out-of-phase mode as indicated by an on-axis
null in the far-field intensity profile. Moreover, with sufficient detuning (conditions α and
γ in Fig. 5.3), two clearly defined spectral peaks with a single broad Gaussian far-field are
apparent when Elements 1 and 2 are uncoupled and thus incoherent. We have found nearly
every tested 1×2 array that is suitably designed [92] with sufficient electrical isolation can
be tuned to operate in a regime of coherent coupling. Hence, by independently varying the
bias we can tune the resonance of each element and thus, for virtually all phased arrays,
achieve variable phase and coherence of the array [85,103].
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Figure 5.4: Spatially resolved spectral data showing intensity vs. wavelength for Elements
1 (red solid) and 2 (blue dashed) corresponding to the three data points labeled in Fig.
5.3(a). Inset shows the corresponding far-field intensity profiles.
Coherently coupled operation does not require specific bias currents, nor does it necessarily
produce similar coupled mode behavior. Instead we find that any suitable array can be tuned
to coherence at varying bias conditions, and, in many cases, be tuned to operate in both
the in-phase and out-of-phase mode. Note the power increase in Fig. 5.2(b) at I1 = 3.6 and
I2 = 4.1 mA. This corresponds to a bias condition at which the Gaussian mode of Element
1 has been tuned into coherence with a higher order mode of Element 2. In this case we can
achieve in-phase coupling, as shown by data from similar 1×2 VCSEL arrays in Figures 5.5
and 5.6.
The emission spectra with inset far-field intensity profile and spectral peak data for a
constant bias I2 = 5.0 mA and varied bias to Element 1 are shown in Fig. 5.5(a) and
Fig. 5.5(b), respectively. With Element 2 initially biased so that its cavity resonance is
red-detuned to that of an unbiased Element 1, the resonance of Element 1 can be electrically
tuned into spectral overlap with the fundamental and transverse modes of Element 2; the two
lowest order modes are explicitly shown in Fig. 5.5(b). As depicted in Fig. 5.5(a) and (b),
I1 = 6.5 mA results in spectral overlap between lowest order modes producing out-of-phase
coherence, while I1 = 5.1 mA and 4.2 mA result in spectral overlap with the higher-order
modes of Element 2 producing both out-of-phase and in-phase coupled mode behavior as
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Figure 5.5: (a) Spectral data showing intensity vs. wavelength for three bias conditions.
(b) Spectral peak data for fixed I2 = 5.0 mA while I1 is varied. (c) Current mapping for
regions of coherently coupled operation. The map shows regions of operation for the
in-phase mode and out-of-phase mode as indicated by inset far-field intensity profiles
measured at bias conditions within the shaded regions. Regions within the black dashed
lines indicate bias conditions producing spectral overlap of the fundamental mode
resonances from each element.
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indicated by the inset far-field intensity profiles. It should be noted that spectral overlap of
cavity resonances from each element does not always produce coherently coupled operation,
even if spectral overlap of the same resonances does produce coherent coupling at a different
bias condition.
By varying the bias to Element 1 for constant bias current I2 at several values, and vice
versa, observations of near-field, far-field, and spectral measurements were used to map a
subset of the bias conditions producing various phases of coherently coupled operation. Bias
regions of coherent operation for both in-phase (shaded light blue) and out-of-phase (shaded
dark orange) coupled mode behavior are shown in Fig. 5.5(c). Far-field intensity profiles
are shown for several bias conditions, including those corresponding to points δ, ε, and ζ
from Fig. 5.5(a). The shaded regions within the black dashed lines indicate bias conditions
producing spectral overlap of the fundamental mode resonances from each element resulting
in coherently coupled operation. Shaded regions outside the black dashed lines indicate bias
conditions producing spectral overlap of the fundamental mode resonance of Element 1 with
higher order cavity modes of Element 2 resulting in coherently coupled operation.
The 1×2 VCSEL array operates as designed [92] in the in-phase mode near threshold
with coupling between the fundamental modes. As the index profile of the antiguided array
structure is varied due to current injection, the inter-element region may tune from in-
phase resonant coupling to out-of-phase resonant coupling of the array elements [104]. This
may explain why the array transitions abruptly to the out-of-phase mode after threshold.
By continuing to electrically tune the index profile across the array, various coupled mode
behaviors are achieved. As depicted in Fig. 5.5(c), array performance is diminished when
frequency detuning between coupled cavity resonances of each element becomes too great
to remain locked and when the phase relationship of the array transitions from in-phase to
out-of-phase coherent coupling resulting in reduced coupling efficiency. This is consistent
with previous research in stability of injection-locked lasers [45] and coherence in antiguided
vertical cavity laser arrays [103].
Hence, Fig. 5.5 shows that the array can be tuned to operate in both the in-phase and
out-of-phase mode using various bias conditions. The coherent coupling with higher-order
modes shown here produces less output power in comparison to coherent coupling between
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Figure 5.6: In-phase (top), out-of-phase (middle), and incoherent (bottom) operation of
1×2 VCSEL. The (a) bias conditions, (b) spectra, (c) processed near-field where white
lines delineate the apertures used for simulation, (d) propagated far-field, and (e)
experimental far-field for an array under varying current injection are shown; (f) far-field
profiles are compared across the black lines shown in (d) and (e).
the fundamental modes of both array elements as the photonic crystal VCSEL array is
designed to create loss for the higher-order modes.
Analysis of the near-field and far-field intensity profiles allows us to verify that the obser-
vations indicate coupled mode behavior and not the typical behavior of higher-order mode
emission. For a similar 1×2 VCSEL array, regions of coherently coupled operation for both
in-phase and out-of-phase coupled mode behavior are shown in Fig. 5.6 for equal total cur-
rent injection and constant emission wavelength but with different bias conditions resulting
in varying index profile across the array and spectral overlap of different cavity modes from
each element. By propagating the near-field apertures to the far-field via the Fraunhofer
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approximation, we are able to closely match the behavior of the experimentally determined
far-field intensity profile thereby extracting the phase difference and coupling efficiency of
the laser array under these instances of coherently coupled operation [103]. As shown by
Fig. 5.6, for bias currents I1 = 2.2 mA and I2 = 4.7 mA there is spectral overlap between
the fundamental mode of Element 1 and higher-order modes of Element 2. This bias con-
dition produces an in-phase coupled mode (with extracted phase difference of 13◦ between
elements) as indicated by the near-field central lobe and on-axis narrow peak in the far-field
intensity profile. For bias currents I1 = I2 = 3.45 mA there is spectral overlap between the
fundamental modes of both Elements 1 and 2. This bias condition produces an out-of-phase
coupled mode (with extracted phase difference of 164◦ between elements) as indicated by
the near-field central null and on-axis null in the far-field intensity profile. Note that the
phase difference between coupled elements is not discrete but is continuously tuned about 0
(in-phase mode) and pi (out-of-phase mode) with observed reduced coupling efficiency when
the phase approaches ±pi/2, consistent with previous work [85].
5.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we show that by resonance tuning of properly designed 1×2 optically coupled
phased VCSEL arrays, we can achieve coherently coupled operation at various bias condi-
tions. This control ensures coherently coupled operation from nearly all arrays and provides
access to significantly increased output power as well as either in-phase or out-of-phase co-
herent operation, by which we may take advantage of beneficial properties depending on the
application [40, 105]. This ability to tune into coherence will enhance the performance of
phased vertical cavity laser arrays as well as improve their fabrication yield. This work has
been shown to scale to larger VCSEL arrays [106] and has already had a large impact on
the development of laser sources for various applications, including VCSEL arrays for high-
brightness and possible beam steering applications, VCSEL arrays demonstrating parity-time
symmetry breaking [107], and phased arrays for modulation bandwidth enhancement and
use in RF photonic link applications [40].
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CHAPTER 6
HIGH-SPEED PHASED VCSEL ARRAYS
6.1 Introduction
We report significant improvement of modulation bandwidth from 1×2 photonic crystal
vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser arrays. Control of injection bias conditions to array
elements enables resonance tuning of each element with variation of the phase relation and
coherence of the array, resulting in the ability to tailor the modulation response. A record
small signal bandwidth of 37 GHz is obtained under highly single mode coherent operation
with narrow spectral width and increased output power while the laser array is biased at
low current density. Lasers with such performance characteristics may significantly enhance
high-rate data transfer to greater than 50 Gb/s single channel in computer server, data
center, and supercomputer applications with potentially long device lifetime
Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) possess characteristics such as low power
consumption, circular beam output for efficient fiber coupling, low-cost manufacturability,
and scalability in two-dimensional arrays. Therefore they have become the dominant source
for optical data communication links in computer server, data center, and super computer
applications. There have been several reports of VCSEL modulation rate in excess of 50 Gb/s
[12, 108] although these experiments have been into a few 10s of meter of fiber and require
high current density. Modulation rate times distance products of 25×1 [18], 20×2 [109], and
1×10 [110] Gb/s×km have been achieved using single mode or quasi-single mode VCSELs for
reduced modal and chromatic dispersion. Transversely coupled dual VCSELs have recently
been reported with small signal modulation bandwidth as high as 29 GHz and large signal
operation of 36 Gb/s, albeit in multi-mode or quasi-single mode operation [36–38]. The
bandwidth improvement is reported to arise from photon-photon coupling [39]. To satisfy
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the need for optical data communications links requiring error-free transmission over long
distances (> 1 km) of fiber at high data rate (> 20 Gb/s), it is crucial to employ VCSELs
with large modulation bandwidth, single mode or narrow spectral width, increased output
power, and reliable operation.
In this work, we report controlled and reproducible bandwidth enhancement using 1×2
coherently coupled photonic crystal VCSEL arrays in single-mode coherent operation. Small
signal bandwidth of 37 GHz (receiver limited) is obtained with side-mode suppression ratio
(SMSR) of 40 dB and narrow RMS spectral width of 0.043 nm for the coherently coupled out-
of-phase mode. Due to the coherent coupling in these arrays, the bandwidth enhancement
is accompanied by an increased output power of > 3.4 mW and is achieved at an operating
current density of < 8 kA/cm2 [111]. As discussed in Chapter 5, resonance tuning is used to
operate the arrays coherently. A key consideration as discussed previously, is that electrical
isolation between the two elements is necessary. In the Generation 1 study, 1 × 2 VCSEL
arrays were fabricated using a single ion implant step, with a post-fabrication focused ion
beam etch to insure electrical isolation. In the Generation 2 study, a modified design and
fabrication process, which used multiple stacked ion implantations, was pursued. The results
of the Generation 1 and 2 studies are discussed in the following subsections.
6.2 Generation 1 Device Design
As shown by the diagrams in Fig. 6.1, the phased VCSEL arrays are formed by combining
a photonic crystal etched hole pattern that defines the array optical cavity, with an ion
implant-defined laser gain structure. Multiple device designs were studied where the photonic
crystal parameters subject to variation are hole pitch a and hole diameter b in either a
hexagonal- or square-lattice pattern. The laser elements of the phased array correspond to
missing holes (lattice defects) in the photonic crystal pattern. To enhance optical coupling
between neighboring elements in the array, the photonic crystal is designed such that there
is no etched hole directly between array elements and with holes nearest this inter-element
coupling region having reduced size. The photonic crystal a and b parameters used here




Figure 6.1: (a) Cross-sectional sketch for a 1× 2 phased, PhC VCSEL in Generation 1. (b)
close-up and (c) overall mask design layout with features labeled.
appropriate and stable index guiding with greater optical loss for higher order modes [41,78].
This structure enables strong coupling between array elements and stable coherently coupled
operation under proper biasing conditions (see also Chapter 4).
The current apertures defined by ion-implantation are designed such that they overlap
both a unique top metal contact and the photonic crystal apertures of each element [40].
The current apertures have combined cross section areas from 100 to 140 µm2, and are sep-
arated by ≈2 µm of implanted semiconductor between the elements. This structure enables
strong optical coupling between array elements and stable coherently coupled operation un-
der proper biasing conditions. Planarization helps to avoid stress-induced refractive index
change while probing the device and allows for high-speed amplitude modulation of the ar-
ray [40]. In order to achieve the critical electrical isolation between the array elements, the
highly electrically conductive top DBR period is bisected between the array elements and
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Table 6.1: Five photonic crystal and gain aperture designs on Mask B.







1 4.0 2.4 1.6 hexagonal 101 1.4
2 4.5 2.7 1.8 hexagonal 122 1.5
3 5.0 3.0 2.0 hexagonal 144 1.7
4 6.0 3.6 1.8 square 140 2.0
5 5.5 3.3 1.7 square 120 1.8
(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: Optical image with inset electron microscope image of 1×2 photonic crystal
VCSEL arrays with (a) Generation 1 Design 4 and (b) Generation 1 Design 1 (see Table
6.1).
top contacts by FIB etching.
The specific photonic crystal and gain aperture designs are given in Table 6.1. These de-
signs were selected by prior studies as being suitable to produce coherently coupled operation.
Photos with inset scanning electron micrographs are shown in Fig. 6.2.
6.3 Experimental Setup
Various experimental setups were used in characterizing the devices. Spectra, near field, far
field, output optical power, small signal modulation response, and large signal modulation
response data are acquired. Diagrams of the experimental setups are shown in Figures 6.3,
6.4, 6.5, and 6.6. Great effort was invested in setup construction and alignment so that the
setups portrayed in Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 could be quickly transitioned with minor
adjustments, such that data of each type can be acquired quickly and without changing the
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laser bias conditions. This allows us to accurately measure corresponding data. Additional
effort was invested in automating various measurements with LabVIEW (see Appendix D).
The setup shown in Fig. 6.3 is used to acquire small signal modulation response and
spectral data simultaneously. DC current injection into the array elements is achieved
with high-precision Keithly 236 voltage/current sources biasing the sample via a high-speed
ground-signal-signal-ground (GSSG) electrical probe. An Agilent E8363C parameter net-
work analyzer (PNA), capable of combining the DC bias from a Keithly source with small
RF modulation signal at frequencies up to 40 GHz, is used to perform the S-parameter mea-
surements. The light output from the VCSEL is collected by a lensed optical fiber probe on
a 3D micropositioner and coupled into a 1×2 multimode fiber splitter, with either a 10/90
or 50/50 split ratio. One end of the 1×2 fiber splitter transmits either 10% or 50% of the
light output from the array to the Yokogawa AQ6370C optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) for
observation or measurements, respectively, of the optical spectra. The other end of the 1×2
fiber splitter transmits either 90% or 50% of the light output from the array to the FC 50-µm
multimode fiber input of a New Focus 1434-50 photodetector with 25 GHz 3-dB bandwidth.
The setup shown in Fig. 6.4 is used to acquire far-field intensity profile data. The LD8900
goniometric radiometer collects intensity from 3241 data points in the θ direction and is
incrementally rotated along φ to collect a full two-dimensional image of the far-field intensity
profile. The goniometric radiometer was recently (April 2016) calibrated to ensure intensity
readings within a ± 2% range of a standard reference source. The setup is constructed such
that the data acquisition portrayed in Fig. 6.3 can be quickly transitioned to that of Fig. 6.4
by simple adjustment of the fiber probe. This allows us to accurately measure the far-field
profile and optical spectra that correspond to the modulation response.
The setup shown in Fig. 6.5 is used to acquire near-field images and spectral data simul-
taneously. The setup can also be used to collect spatially resolved spectral data by removing
the focusing lens in front of the multi-mode fiber so that the near-field is imaged to a plane
coinciding with the fiber facet. By removal of the focusing lens and using a 10× objective
lens, for example, the multimode fiber (with 62.5 µm diameter core) collects the spectrum
from a 6.25 µm diameter circle in the near-field. The setup utilizes the Alessi probe station
to move the objective lens, mirror, camera, and fiber in unison so that the spatially resolved
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Figure 6.3: Experimental setup for acquiring small signal modulation response and spectral
data.
Figure 6.4: Experimental setup for acquiring far-field data.
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Figure 6.5: Experimental setup for acquiring near-field and spectral data.
Figure 6.6: Experimental setup for acquiring light output vs. bias current and voltage
data.
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spectra can be collected from different portions of the near field. The setup is constructed
such that the data acquisition portrayed in Fig. 6.5 can be quickly transitioned to that of
Fig. 6.4 by simple adjustment of probe station (removing the objective lens, mirror, camera,
and fiber in unison) and sliding in the goniometric radiometer (secured to a 3D micropo-
sitioner that slides on rails). This allows us to accurately measure the far-field intensity
profile that corresponds with near-field images and optical spectra. Additionally, the setup
is constructed such that the data acquisition portrayed in Fig. 6.3 can be quickly transi-
tioned to that of Fig. 6.5 by simple adjustment of the fiber probe out of the path of the
light output from the array. This allows us to accurately measure the near-field images and
optical spectra that correspond to the modulation response.
The setup shown in Fig. 6.6 is used to acquire light output power versus bias current and
voltage (LIV) data. An Agilent 4156C semiconductor parameter analyzer (SPA) varies the
bias current, and both voltage across the device as well as optical power (converted from
photocurrent collected by a calibrated broad area Si photodetector) are measured, processed,
and displayed. The broad area photodetector is attached like an objective lens on the probe
station such that the data acquisition portrayed in Fig. 6.5 can be quickly transitioned to
that of Fig. 6.6, allowing us to acquire LIV data that corresponds with all other data.
For large signal modulation response measurements, the VCSELs were characterized by our
collaborators at Oracle Research Laboratories with the following test equipment: an Agilent
J-BERT N4903B with M8061A Mux, Keithly 2200-32-3 DC power supply, Agilent DCAX
86100D mainframe (+ 86105D module) oscilloscope, Newport 1484-A-50 photoreceiver (for
20 Gb/s BER measurements), SFP+ photoreceiver (for 25 Gb/s BER measurements), HP
8158B optical attenuator, Agilent 8153B mainframe (+ 81533B module + 81525A optical
head) optical power meter, and OM3 multimode fiber. The measurements are performed
with nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) of word length 27 − 1,
Vpp of 0.7 V, and transmission over either 5 meters (back-to-back or BTB) or 60 meters of
OM3 multimode fiber at room temperature. Both eye patterns and bit error rate (BER) are
characterized.
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6.4 Generation 1 Experimental Results
6.4.1 Performance
Figure 6.7 shows the output power and voltage versus current for an array with Design 4 (see
Table 6.1) under different biasing schemes. The voltage versus current data has been included
to allow for estimates of resistance, power efficiency and compatibility with high-speed driver
circuits. As shown in Fig. 6.7(a), there is a difference in the output power from each element
biased separately indicating significant electrical isolation between array elements. Near-field
observation also confirmed that, for biasing up to 8 mA, only the biased array element lases.
As discussed in Chapter 5, by preferential current injection to one element with respect to
the other, we change the cavity refractive index for that element through ohmic heating
and electronic suppression [92], thus varying its natural resonance (confirmed by spatially
resolved spectra measurements). In effect, by varying the bias we can tune the resonance
of each element [92] as well as the phase relation and coherence of the array [103]. By
electrically tuning Elements 1 and 2, we obtain highly single-mode emission with an out-
of-phase mode throughout the coherent operation regime, one of which is apparent in Fig.
6.7(b) with 4.3 to 5.6 mA injected into Element 2. With sufficient detuning, two clearly
defined spectral peaks with a single broad Gaussian far-field are apparent when the elements
become uncoupled and incoherent, in agreement with prior reports [103].
(a) (b)
Figure 6.7: Output power and voltage versus current for the 1×2 array under different bias
conditions.
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Figure 6.8: Modulation response of the 1×2 VCSEL array under different bias conditions
as well as that of a single element photonic crystal VCSEL from the same sample biased at
I = 8 mA.
Figure 6.9: Spectra of coherently coupled 1×2 VCSEL array under direct modulation
giving bandwidth enhancement. The corresponding far-field intensity image inset shows
out-of-phase coherent coupling.
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Figure 6.8 shows the small signal modulation response of the 1×2 VCSEL array under
different bias conditions. For reference, the modulation response of a single element photonic
crystal VCSEL from the same sample biased at I = 8 mA or about 4× threshold current
is included in Fig. 6.8. The network analyzer is set to input RF power of −10 dBm, with
averaging in both time and frequency domain (2% smoothing), and low IF bandwidth of 5
kHz. The current applied to Element 1 is modulated with a constant DC bias I1 = 5.33
mA (current resolution of ±5 µA), while the DC bias, I2, applied to Element 2 is varied in
order to tune resonance and thus the phase relation and coupling between the two elements.
As shown in Fig. 6.8, for bias values of I2 producing incoherent array operation with the
uncoupled resonance of Element 2 blue-detuned (I2 = 4.30 mA) and red-detuned (I2 = 5.80
mA) from that of Element 1, the modulation response of the 1×2 array is similar to that of an
individual VCSEL. We observe a significant improvement in the modulation response under
coherent array operation. The maximum achieved 3 dB bandwidth is 37 GHz (limited by
the photoreceiver bandwidth) obtained at injection currents of I1 = 5.33 mA and I2 = 5.44
mA. The simultaneously measured emission spectra and far field for the 1×2 array while
producing this modulation response behavior are shown in Fig. 6.9. For this condition,
Elements 1 and 2 are coherently coupled with 40 dB SMSR and narrow RMS spectral width
of 0.043 nm (calculated according to the IEEE 802.3 Standard) for the coupled mode. In the
far-field we observe two lobes with an on-axis null in between them, as seen in the inset of
Fig. 6.9, indicating out-of-phase coupling. The bias currents corresponding to those giving
the maximum enhanced bandwidth produce an output power of > 3.4 mW as shown in Fig.
6.7(b). The maximum enhanced bandwidth is achieved at an operating current density of <
8 kA/cm2.
Figure 6.10 shows the intensity profile for the 1×2 array while producing the large modu-
lation bandwidth shown in Figure 6.8. For a stationary, ergodic field with two elements the





Figure 6.10: Far-field intensity profile of coherently coupled 1×2 VCSEL array under direct
modulation giving bandwidth enhancement shown in Fig. 6.8.







where γ is the complex degree of coherence between adjacent devices, Ij is the near field
intensity of the jth element, and 〈Imax〉 and 〈Imin〉 are the averaged maximum intensity
and minimum intensity, respectively, in the far-field interference pattern. The data in Fig.
6.10 gives a visibility of 0.70. Because of the relationship between visibility and coherence
magnitude, we have included the visibility, when available, for arrays under bias conditions
producing large modulation bandwidth. A more thorough study of the relationship between
modulation bandwidth and coherence magnitude should be the subject of future work.
The arrays are also capable of large signal modulation, as shown by the inset in Fig.
6.11(a). The small signal modulation response of a device with Design 5 while in the
injection-locked state is shown in Fig. 6.11(a), along with the eye diagram from large signal
measurements at data rate of 25 Gb/s (equipment limited). The large signal measurements
were performed at a different site and on a different setup than the small signal measure-
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.11: (a) Modulation response and inset eye diagram for an array with Design 5.
(b) Modulation response of 2×1 VCSELs with several different device designs while under
coherently coupled operation. Bandwidth enhancement beyond 35 GHz is shown by the
dark blue curve. Narrow-band enhanced modulation amplitudes, tuned to center
frequencies between 15 and 30 GHz, are shown by the orange, red, yellow, and green
curves. For comparison, the modulation response of an array at bias conditions that do not
produce coherent coupling is shown by the cyan curve.
ments, and therefore there are slight differences of the absolute values of DC bias conditions
used in Fig. 6.11(a). The modulation response of multiple 1×2 phased VCSEL arrays with
different device designs under varying bias conditions is shown in Fig. 6.11(b). The available
data gives visibility values of 0.92 to 0.98 for the arrays while producing modulation response
behavior shown in Fig. 6.11(b). The range of behavior shown in Fig. 6.11(b) indicates that
an array can be designed and operated to produce an enhanced frequency response to bet-
ter suit a specific application. By controlling the electric field amplitude and phase being
coupled between array elements through device design and bias conditions, we can engineer
the device to achieve the modulation response desired for a particular application. Modula-
tion bandwidths beyond 30 GHz are particularly useful for ultra-fast optical interconnects in
data center, server cluster, and supercomputer applications. A narrow bandwidth amplifier,
centered at a millimeter-wave frequency, is useful for ultra-fast wireless communications and
radio-frequency optical fiber-link technologies.
We have performed measurements on 1×2 arrays in Generation 1 with different photonic
crystal and gain aperture designs and from other epitaxial wafers for both 980 and 850 nm
emission wavelengths. The measured bandwidth enhancement beyond 30 GHz has been
observed from several arrays. Similar improvements in bandwidth enhancement have been
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observed from arrays emitting nominally at the 850 nm wavelength. Inconsistent bandwidth
enhancement of lesser magnitude has been observed to occur serendipitously from arrays
without electrical isolation between elements (e.g. without the FIB etch), showing that
while unnecessary for producing bandwidth enhancement, electrical isolation is essential for
its control and optimization through resonance tuning. Furthermore, it has been observed
that while the bandwidth enhancement correlates with spectral detuning of the natural
resonances of array elements emitting in a coherently coupled mode, the phase and strength
of the coherent coupling likely play a large role in determining the frequencies of additional
resonances and RF gain of those resonances in the modified modulation response.
6.4.2 Locking Range Dynamics: Modulation Response vs. Phase and
Wavelength Detuning
In this section, we analyze experimental data from devices in Generation 1 to gain an under-
standing of the coherently coupled micro-cavity laser physics. By leveraging the resonance
detuning, phase shift between coherently coupled elements, and relative intensities of the
lasing elements, we can extract and infer parameters for dynamic coupled mode theory anal-
ysis. Vertical cavity laser arrays are modeled as a monolithic mutually injection locked laser
system using coupled rate equations as explained in Chapter 2. Experimental modulation
response as a function of resonance detuning, phase, and field distribution is compared with
theory and shows qualitative agreement. Biasing conditions and device design parameters
are analyzed for enhanced modulation bandwidth.
To begin this section, we review the dynamic locking range maps presented in Fig. 2.4
calculated using coupled rate equations. The map in Fig. 2.4(a) shows the modulation re-
sponse resonance vs. wavelength detuning and injection ratio for one element being injection
locked by another. The wavelength detuning is that between the natural resonance of laser
array Element 1 or Element 2 and the coupled mode resonance of the coherently coupled
laser array. The wavelength detuning is equivalent to phase detuning [85] in a coherently
coupled array. The map in Fig. 2.4(b) shows the modulation response resonance versus
phase detuning and injection ratio. The injection ratio is the ratio of the magnitude of field
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amplitude being injected or coupled from a neighboring laser array element with respect
to that of the free-running laser array element being injected (in the absence of injection).
Along with Fig. 2.4(d), the locking range maps in Fig. 2.4(a) and (b) show the general
trend that increasing the injection ratio increases the resonance frequency in the modulation
response and increases the spectral detuning allowed by the locking range. Not shown is
that the effects of increased coupling efficiency κ have the same effect as a large increase
in injection ratio. Along with Fig. 2.4(c) and (d), we also conclude that positive wave-
length detuning, or phase approaching (pi + cot−1 α) for the out-of-phase coupled mode or
(0 + cot−1 α) for the in-phase coupled mode, induces high-gain response at low frequency
and low bandwidth, whereas zero / negative wavelength detuning, or phase approaching pi/2
(−pi/2 for the in-phase coupled mode), induces a sharp and high frequency resonance peak.
Spectral Detuning vs. Injection Locking and Modulation Response
To analyze the locking range dynamics vs. spectral detuning, we observe the behavior of a
locking range for a device with Design 4. The spectral data for intensity and wavelength
of emission vs. bias current I2 with a constant bias I1 = 4.8 mA is shown by Fig. 6.12(a).
Additionally, the inset in Fig. 6.12(a) shows a measured far-field intensity profile from the
coherently coupled array, showing that it is operating in the out-of-phase coupled mode. The
locking range (operation conditions over which the natural resonances of individual array
elements become locked in a coherently coupled mode) has been indicated. Furthermore,
for brevity the low and high bias current I2 ends of the locking range will be referred to
as the blue side of locking range (BLR) and red side of locking range (RLR), respectively,
as indicated in Fig. 6.12(a). Information about the resonance detuning can be extracted
from this spectral data. As shown in Fig. 6.12(a), the resonance wavelength detuning
∆λm = λcoupled − λm of each element m is tuned from ∆λ1 < −0.1 nm for Element 1 and
∆λ2 ≈ 0.01 nm for Element 2 at the BLR to ∆λ1 ≈ ∆λ2 ≈ 0 nm at the RLR. Through the
locking range, it is difficult to determine the value of ∆λm for each element, as explained
further below. Observations of the near-field, along with the spectra shown in Fig. 6.12,
show us that Element 2 is not lasing at the BLR, and lases with less output power (lower
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field amplitude) than Element 1 throughout the locking range.
The measured modulation response for different biasing schemes to the 1×2 VCSEL array
is shown by Fig. 6.12(b) and 6.13(a), along with the simulated frequency response at varying
injection ratio and fixed resonance detuning of ≈ 0 nm. The simulated resonance frequency
vs. locking range map in Fig. 6.13(b) indicates the injection ratio and resonance detuning
that produce the bottom curves in Fig. 6.13(a). For experimental response measurements in
Fig. 6.13(a), the modulated signal was applied to Element 1 while DC current I2 was tuned
through the bias conditions corresponding with the locking range in Fig. 6.12(a). As shown,
there are modulation response resonance frequencies ranging from 17 to 25 GHz in addition
to low-frequency resonance gain that becomes less damped as the array is tuned from the
BLR to the RLR.
Our understanding of the spectral behavior is as follows. When the two array elements
become locked in a coherently coupled mode, we observe just one lasing wavelength which
prefers the lesser (greater) of λ1 and λ2 for the out-of-phase (in-phase) coupled mode [107].
In the unlocked state, the array elements both lase at two distinct wavelengths. The Element
1 bias is fixed and as the Element 2 bias current increases, both the Element 1 and Element 2
wavelengths move towards longer wavelengths due to heating effect. The wavelength tuning
rate of Element 2 is slightly larger than that of Element 1; therefore, as the Element 2
bias increases, the wavelength difference between the two elements gradually reduces and
eventually the two elements coherently couple in an injection-locked state. The wavelength
detuning allowed by the locked state strongly depends on the field distribution within the
cavity since strong injection locking requires a high injection ratio for the slave laser, see
Fig. 2.4(a). This is why, as shown in Fig. 6.12, the wavelength detuning at the BLR edge,
where Element 2 is not lasing and thus there is large asymmetric field distribution, is much
greater than it is at the RLR, when both elements are lasing despite incoherent operation.
Because of the asymmetric field distribution and spectral detuning behavior, we consider
that Element 2 is being injection locked by Element 1 at the BLR end of the locking range.
It is difficult to say whether there is mutual optical injection locking or just injection locking
of Element 1 by Element 2 at the RLR end of the locking range. Without knowing the phase
relationship of the array, we cannot be sure which element satisfies the conditions for the
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injection-locked state as discussed in Chapter 2.
The modulation response performance shows the effects of increased injection ratio on
modulation response (see Fig. 2.4(d)). Increased bias current should have the effects of
increasing injection ratio and field overlap, since current injection produces more photon
density and increases the antiguiding effect [92] through heating of the array cavities and in-
terelement region. The enhanced modulation response resonance in Fig. 6.12(b) and 6.13(a)
increases from 17 to 25 GHz as total bias current increases. However, understanding the
modulation response performance through the locking range is difficult due to the complexity
of the system. In a conventional injection-locked system, the master laser is isolated from
the slave laser using optical isolators. In our 1 × 2 VCSEL arrays, the two elements share
a common waveguide at the active region and there is no optical isolation between them.
Therefore, without the phase relationship of the array, we cannot be sure which element is
acting as the master laser and which is the slave laser.
The modulation response performance strongly depends on the coupling efficiency, field
distribution, and phase detuning (or wavelength detuning) between the two elements while
locked. Each of these parameters is difficult to determine experimentally from Fig. 6.12 and
6.13. A good approximation of the ratio of the field amplitude of a given array element to
that being coupled into it may be possible through simulation or by analysis of near-field
photos for the array in the locked-state and unlocked-state near the edge of the locking
range. The coupling efficiency may be calculated from the spectral detuning at the edge of
the locking range [85] if the field distribution is known. However, the value would change as
the complex index profile of the array changes while tuning through the locking range. It is
even difficult to tell what the wavelength detuning value is within the locking range. When
the two elements become coherently coupled, the threshold current of the slave laser Element
2 is reduced and it lases. The refractive index of the active region in Element 2 is increased
due to the reduction in carrier density by the Kramers-Kronig relationship, which in turn
red shifts the cavity resonance in spite of the fact that the lasing wavelength is locked by the
master laser at the original cavity wavelength. In order to perform qualitative analysis on the
modulation response through the locking range, we require further information. Specifically,
the phase relationship of the array must be known.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.12: (a) Spectral data showing intensity vs. wavelength and bias current I2 with
constant bias I1 = 4.8 mA. The locking range and its boundaries are indicated. Inset shows
the far-field intensity profile indicating coherent operation in the out-of-phase coupled
mode. (b) Modulation response through the locking range shown in (a).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.13: (a) Experimental modulation response (top) at varying bias conditions and
simulated response (bottom) at fixed detuning ≈ 0 nm and varying injection ratio η. (b)
Simulated map of the locking range shows resonance frequency vs. resonance wavelength
detuning and injection ratio for one element being influenced by another. Map locations
are indicated for the modulation response curves shown in (a).
Phase vs. Injection Locking and Modulation Response
To analyze the locking range dynamics vs. phase, we observe the behavior of a device with
Design 5 in which the modulation response changes drastically through the locking range.
Figure 6.14 shows experimentally the effects of phase relationship and wavelength detuning
on the modulation response. In Fig. 6.14(a) the spectral data shows that for I1 = 5.1 mA
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while I2 is varied, the array becomes coherently coupled for I2 varying from 4.8 to 5.1 mA.
Measurements of the far-field intensity profile and spectral behavior confirm that it lases in
the out-of-phase coupled mode. As predicted by coupled mode theory and demonstrated in
Fig. 6.14(a), the out-of-phase mode prefers higher frequency and the coupled array lases at
a wavelength near the natural resonance of whichever element is blue-detuned. Therefore,
the wavelength detuning between the natural resonance of at least one element and the
coupled mode wavelength is very near zero detuning throughout the locking range (e.g. the
wavelength detuning is near zero for Element 2 through most of the locking range, see Fig.
6.14(b)). As shown in Fig. 6.14(b), the resonance wavelength detuning ∆λm = λcoupled−λm
of each element m is tuned from ∆λ1 < −0.3 nm for Element 1 and ∆λ2 ≈ 0.01 nm for
Element 2 at the BLR to ∆λ1 ≈ −0.05 nm for Element 1 and ∆λ2 ≈ −0.07 nm for Element
2 at the RLR if the wavelengths of natural resonances can be predicted in this manner.
For an array element to be injection locked, its phase relative to that of the other element
must satisfy (pi/2) ≤ Φ ≤ (pi + cot−1 α) for the out-of-phase coupled mode, where linewidth
enhancement factor α = 3. Note that further constraints are imposed by the dynamic
equation solutions for the frequency response to remain stable. As shown in Fig. 6.14(c),
we extract the coherence phase and magnitude of coupling between elements using near-
and far-field analysis by the method previously discussed in Chapter 5 [103]. We also shade
regions of the plot with red, blue, and purple to indicate phase relationships for which
Element 1, Element 2, and both elements, respectively, satisfy the phase conditions to be
injection locked. Note that the absolute values of phase are subject to the alignment of
the equipment when data was collected, and that the goniometer is purposely misaligned
to perform measurements. Therefore, the absolute values of the phase may be slightly off,
but the relative phase change across the locking range should be accurate. The coherence
magnitude is also plotted in Fig. 6.14(c); it is high while the stability conditions are met
for Element 1 (I2 ≤ 4.6 mA), and decreases significantly at bias conditions for which the
elements are mutually injection locked and those for which only Element 2 is locked (I2 > 4.6
mA).
The measured modulation response for different biasing schemes to the 1×2 VCSEL array
is shown by Fig. 6.14(d), which shows the lack of an enhanced modulation response reso-
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nance peak when phase conditions are met for Element 1 to be injection locked (I2 ≤ 4.6
mA), whereas there is a clear enhanced modulation response resonance peak at 25 GHz for
bias at which the near-zero-wavelength-detuned Element 2 has relative phase satisfying the
conditions for being injection locked (4.6 mA < I2 < 4.9 mA). This qualitative agreement
between experimental data and theory shows that we may use mutual injection locking anal-
ysis to identify device design and operation parameters to modify modulation response for
a given application; e.g., for modulation bandwidth enhancement we design and operate for




Figure 6.14: (a) Spectral data showing resonance wavelength vs. bias currents (I1 = 5.1
mA while I2 is varied) for fundamental modes of elements 1 (red square) and 2 (blue
diamond) and the coupled mode (black circles) through locking range. (b) Corresponding
coherence phase (black triangle) and magnitude (white circle) extracted via near- and
far-field analysis. Phase constraints of injection locking for Element 1, Element 2, and both
elements are indicated with red, blue, and purple shading, respectively. (c) Corresponding
modulation response through locking range.
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6.5 Generation 1 Conclusion
In conclusion, we demonstrate that spectral detuning and variation of the phase relation
and coherence of 1×2 photonic crystal VCSEL arrays can simultaneously achieve enhanced
modulation response with narrow single-mode spectral width and relatively high output
power while operating at low current density, all of which are desirable for reliable data
transmission over large distances in fiber. The increased small signal bandwidth achieved
over prior results from transversely coupled VCSELs [36–38] arises, in part, from the control
of resonance frequency detuning of array elements and phase tuning for coherently coupled
operation. The coherence in turn enables highly single mode operation with relatively high
output power. We also show that the coherently coupled array can be analyzed as a mono-
lithic mutually injection locked laser system, and that device performance can be simulated
using coupled laser rate equations. These are the first crucial steps toward developing a
practically useful source for large bandwidth, distance product applications (e.g. computer
servers, data centers, and supercomputers). However, several shortcomings must still be
addressed.
First, since bandwidth enhancement is reliant on the ability to individually address and
spectral/phase tune each aperture via current injection, electrical isolation between apertures
is necessary. In the devices studied here, current isolation between elements is provided by
use of a focused ion beam etch (FIBE) applied in post-processing to dissect the highly
conductive layers of the top DBR mirror in between array elements. The use of FIBE
involves a difficult balance between providing sufficient current isolation for spectral tuning
while not creating excessive damage to the device (typically falling short in regards to both).
In addition to the device performance degradation that is described in the next section,
the FIBE is an unconventional, low-tolerance, serial post-fabrication process, and thus is
not compatible with large-scale manufacturing. The post-fabrication FIB etch step can be
replaced with a stacked ion implantation procedure as described in Chapter 3. Such phased
VCSEL arrays would not require custom epitaxial layers and rely solely on conventional
fabrication processes that have proven to be reliable for single element VCSELs. This is
therefore the focus of Generation 2 research in the following sections.
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Secondly, another potential factor preventing optimized modulation bandwidth enhance-
ment is the ability to tailor the frequency response for broadband performance. The current
method of extending modulation bandwidth is limited in several aspects. The modulation
response from coupled array injection-locking typically has a low-frequency resonance peak
with high RF gain. Broadband modulation requires that the source have a flat response
with large 3 dB bandwidth. Another aspect is that the extended resonance frequency does
not necessarily extend the modulation bandwidth. This is due to a significant reduction in
the gain of the modulation response between low frequencies and the extended resonance
peak that results from a third pole in the modulation response transfer function. Therefore,
bandwidth enhancement typically requires optimization of both the low-frequency resonance
peak and the extended resonance peak to keep RF gain above -3 dB across a broad frequency
range. We have found that this is complicated and not controllable with our present method
of operation.
6.6 Generation 2 Device Design
As shown in Fig. 6.15, we modify the device design in Generation 2 to address the problems
of sufficient current isolation along with manufacturability and improved device performance
and reliability. The ability to individually address array elements is provided by the imple-
mentation of another photolithographic step and series of multiple stacked ion implantation
steps in the fabrication procedure as discussed in Chapter 3. The width of the inter-element
isolation stacked ion implantation is varied from 2, to 3, to 4 µm for each device design
listed in Table 6.2. The other device design parameters remain the same. Another change
to the mask design was the removal of overlap between the fan metal contacts and the bot-
tom metal contact. This was done to reduce parasitic capacitance for improved high-speed
performance without altering the cavity design. Figure 6.16 shows the scanning electron
microscope images of fabricated 1×2 photonic crystal VCSEL arrays in Generation 2.
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Table 6.2: Five photonic crystal and gain aperture designs on Mask C.







1 4.0 2.4 1.6 hexagonal 101 1.4
2 4.5 2.7 1.8 hexagonal 122 1.5
3 5.0 3.0 2.0 hexagonal 144 1.7
4 6.0 3.6 1.8 square 140 2.0
5 5.5 3.3 1.7 square 120 1.8
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 6.15: (a) Cross-sectional sketch for a 1×2 phased, PhC VCSEL in Generation 2. (b)
Close-up and (c) overall mask design layout with features labeled.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.16: Scanning electron microscope images of 1×2 photonic crystal VCSEL arrays
with (a) Generation 2 Design 4 and (b) Generation 2 Design 1 (see Table 6.2).
6.7 Generation 2 Experimental Results
6.7.1 Performance Improvements
As previously discussed, the focused ion beam etch (FIBE) is a low-tolerance procedure that
can cause significant device performance degradation. Etching too shallow inhibits device
operation, likely due to a lack of current confinement between array elements in the highly
doped DBR layers near the VCSEL surface. Etching too deep inhibits device performance,
likely due to the detrimental effects of non-radiative recombination centers created from Ga+
ions causing etch damage and implanting into the active region. The increased optical loss
for the lasing elements, the reduced semiconductor volume near the lasing elements, and the
effects on the refractive index profile of the array which directly affect coupling efficiency
through the designed ion-implanted antiguiding effect – all are negative effects arising from
FIBE.
The improved device operation and performance arising from the implementation of stacked
ion implantation is most easily shown by comparing the LIV performance of devices with
the same structural design but different means of current isolation. The LIV measurements
of arrays with Generation 2 Designs 4 and 1 are shown in Figures 6.17(a)-(c) and (d)-(f),
respectively, which can be compared to the Generation 1 data for arrays with Designs 4 and
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1 shown in Figures 6.7 and 5.2, respectively. As shown in Figures 6.7 and 5.2, the increased
optical loss and heating created by the FIBE significantly reduce the bias current range for
lasing of individual array elements and achieving coherently coupled operation. Not shown is
that typically the arrays utilizing FIBE cannot be biased with a total combined bias current
value much greater than the rollover current of an individual array element (without bias ap-
plied to the other element) or else the device will typically burn out, due to damage-induced
performance degradation and lack of current isolation at the active region. As shown in Fig.
6.17, the arrays made in Generation 2 have significantly reduced lasing threshold, increased
thermal rollover current, and improved output power. The total combined bias current to
the array can exceed the added thermal rollover currents of the individual array elements
without destroying the array. This data shows that the performance and available operat-
ing conditions to produce enhanced modulation response are significantly improved by the
VCSEL arrays in Generation 2.
A second significant improvement of the Generation 2 devices is the greater range of
currents over which the arrays remain coherently locked. In Chapter 5, Fig. 5.2(b) shows
the output power for a constant bias current I2 = 4.1 mA applied to Element 2, while the
current I1 is varied to Element 1 for an array with Generation 1 Design 1. Note the distinct
increase in output power at I1 = 3.6 and 4.4 mA in Fig. 5.2(b). We show in Chapter 5
that these perturbations in the output power correspond to bias conditions at which we
tune the resonance of Element 1 into coherence with Element 2. Similar perturbations in
the output power corresponding to coherent coupling between Elements 1 and 2 of an array
from Generation 2 devices are shown in Fig. 6.17(d)-(e). The bias conditions producing this
coherently coupled region for each sweep shown in Fig. 6.17(f) appear to span a larger range
than those in Fig. 5.2(b). Hence the arrays in Generation 2 appear to have larger locking
ranges in terms of spectral detuning, phase detuning, and operating bias range allowed by the
injection-locked state, likely due to increased coupling efficiency as described next. The data
in Fig. 6.17(a) and (d) also show that three-dimensional LIV data, as well as spectral data
and far-field data, can be used to map out the bias conditions to produce coherently coupled
operation, since the perturbations in output power can serve as a fingerprint of coherence.




Figure 6.17: (a) Three-dimensional, (b) contour, and (c) regular LIV curves for Generation
2 Design 4. (d) Three-dimensional, (e) contour, and (f) regular LIV data for Generation 2
Design 1. The colorbar in (a), (b), (d), and (e) shows the power (mW) plotted in the z-axis
direction.
high data rate relies on knowledge of the locking bias condition boundaries so that a large
signal modulation can be applied to one element, or possibly both array elements, to keep
the array within an injection-locked state.
The improved device performance and extended operating conditions are shown to im-
prove the enhanced modulation response. From coupled laser rate equation analysis, we
know that the enhanced modulation response resonance frequency increases with the os-
cillation relaxation frequency of the slave laser element by ω2R ≈ ω2R0 + ∆ω2R as shown in
Equation 2.29. Therefore, the removal of damage and heating caused by the FIBE (made
apparent by the comparison of LIV performance) will directly improve modulation response
performance. Additionally, the refractive index step between array elements created by the
FIBE most likely reduced the antiguiding effect of the ion-implanted array design, caus-
ing reduced coupling efficiency and thus reduced modulation bandwidth enhancement and
reduced boundaries on the spectral and phase detuning of the injection-locked state. In
Generation 1, several arrays were found to produce bandwidth enhancement in excess of 30
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 6.18: Examples of modulation response showing 3 dB bandwidth beyond 30 GHz
for device designs (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, and (e) 5.
GHz, but not every tested device produced modulation bandwidth enhancement or even an
enhanced resonance frequency indicating a strong optical injection-locked state. Moreover,
not all Generation 1 designs (specifically 1− 5) were found to be capable of producing mod-
ulation bandwidth enhancement. In contrast during our preliminary testing, every device in
Generation 2 has produced significant bandwidth enhancement. Additionally, every Gener-
ation 2 Design (1− 5) has been shown to be capable of producing bandwidth enhancement
in excess of 30 GHz, as illustrated in Fig. 6.18.
The phase tuning of the arrays is also significantly improved. In addition to the improved
phase tuning of the injection-locked state as a result of increased coupling efficiency, the
reduced optical loss between the array elements permits the in-phase coupled mode. Previ-
ously, the FIBE-induced optical loss between array elements pinned the null of the electric
field directly between array elements so that the out-of-phase mode was preferred. This is
not desirable for coupling the array emission to optical fiber, as the out-of-phase coupled
mode has an on-axis null in the far-field intensity profile (see Fig. 6.9). In contrast, our
improved arrays exhibit modulation enhancement for the more desirable in-phase operation.
The best performance observed is shown in Fig. 6.19. The maximum achieved 3 dB band-
width is 37 GHz (limited by the photoreceiver bandwidth of 25 GHz) obtained at injection
currents of I1 = 7.1 mA and I2 = 7.2 mA. The simultaneously measured emission spectra,
near-field, and far-field for the 1×2 array while producing this modulation response behavior
are shown in Fig. 6.19. For this condition, Elements 1 and 2 are coherently coupled with
40 dB SMSR and narrow RMS spectral width for the coupled mode. In the near-field and




Figure 6.19: (a) Modulation response, (b) spectra, and processed (c) near-field and (d)
far-field intensity profiles for 1×2 array with small signal modulation applied to Element 2
and DC bias of I1 = 7.2 mA and I2 = 7.1 mA. The array is from Generation 2 Design 2.
visibility of 0.58. The bias currents corresponding to those giving the maximum enhanced
bandwidth produce an output power of 3.0 mW, and are about half the value of the thermal
rollover current for each element. The 3 dB modulation bandwidth of 37 GHz matches the
record bandwidth from an out-of-phase mode arising from a Generation 1 array utilizing the
FIBE [40].
6.7.2 Locking Range Dynamics: Modulation Response vs. Field
Distribution
We have previously performed dynamic coupled mode theory analysis by leveraging the
spectral detuning and coherence phase shift between coherently coupled elements to gain an
understanding of the physics (see Section 6.4.2). In this section, we show that by leveraging
asymmetric field distribution from a device in Generation 2, we can analyze the effects of
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a large injection ratio on the locking range dynamics. Additionally, we show that in doing
so we can develop operating procedures and device design concepts to achieve broadband
modulation response for use in optical communications.
As previously mentioned, a potential factor preventing optimized modulation bandwidth
enhancement is the ability to tailor the frequency response for broadband performance. The
current method of extending modulation bandwidth has several shortcomings. First, the
modulation response from an injection-locked coupled array typically has a low-frequency
resonance peak with high RF gain. Broadband modulation ideally requires that the source
have a relatively flat response over a large 3 dB bandwidth. Second, the extended resonance
frequency does not necessarily extend the modulation bandwidth. This is due to a significant
reduction in the modulation response between low frequencies and the extended resonance
peak that results from a third pole in the modulation response transfer function. Therefore,
bandwidth enhancement typically requires optimization of both the low-frequency resonance
peak and the extended resonance peak to keep RF gain above -3 dB. We have found that this
is not easily accomplished with our present method of operation. We next discuss how an
asymmetric field distribution can be exploited to ameliorate these undesirable limitations to
the bandwidth enhancement, and how this correlates with our understanding of the physics.
Injection Ratio vs. Injection Locking and Modulation Response
The peak in the low frequency gain of the typical response, when both elements lase with
similar field distribution, is caused by the master laser either being directly modulated by an
electrical signal (if the small signal modulation is applied to the master) or being modulated
by optical feedback due to the field of the slave being coupled to it. This is shown by the rate
equation for the complex field of the master (as discussed in Chapter 2) given by Equation
2.2.
When the field amplitude being coupled into the master from the modulated slave is
significantly less, it has little effect on the light output from the master [70]. Therefore,
the response from direct modulation of the slave laser will be relatively flat, without low
frequency gain from modulation of the master laser. Additionally, the modulation response
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Figure 6.20: Photo of Generation 2 Device 2 and its near-field (inset) with I2 modulated
with small signal and DC bias currents of I1 = 7.9 mA and I2 = 6.8 mA.
should have a large 3 dB bandwidth enhancement due to larger field injection ratio for the
coupled element with less field amplitude.
The array shown in Fig. 6.20(a) is biased such that Element 2 is in an injection-locked
state with significantly lower field amplitude than is present in Element 1, as shown by the
near-field photo in Fig. 6.20. Specifically, the array is biased with DC currents of I1 = 7.9
mA and I2 = 6.8 mA. We apply small signal modulation to Element 2 in order to take
full advantage of the effects of this asymmetric field distribution. As shown in Fig. 6.21,
this gives a relatively flat 3 dB bandwidth of 33 GHz, without the peak in low frequency
gain typically observed when the field distribution is symmetric. This result suggests an
operating procedure to achieve broadband modulation response that is relatively flat over
a large frequency range: induce field distribution asymmetry through bias conditions and
modulate the element with lower field amplitude in an injection-locked state.
Bias conditions to produce such field distribution asymmetry can often be found at low
bias currents, where the slave laser array element is biased near lasing threshold. The locking
range for a large field distribution asymmetry (large injection ratio) is expected to be large
in terms of the spectral detuning and phase boundaries on the stable injection-locked region,
as shown in Fig. 2.4. This in turn corresponds with a large range of bias current conditions
that remain within the locking range, since the phase and wavelength tuning result from
index manipulation via bias current control.
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Figure 6.21: (a) Modulation response for Generation 2 Device 2 with DC bias currents
I1 = 7.9 mA and I2 = 6.8 mA and small signal modulation applied to Element 2.
The locking range is shown by the far-field intensity profiles for a Generation 2 Device 3
at various bias conditions in Fig. 6.22. Specifically, the figure shows the far-field intensity
profiles for varying DC bias current applied to Element 2 while the bias to Element 1 is fixed
at I1 = 4 mA in Fig. 6.22(a)-(d) and I1 = 10 mA in Fig. 6.22(e)-(g). At the low bias I1, the
far-field intensity profile shows diffraction patterns indicating coherently coupled operation
over a wide range of phase tuning and for a wide bias current range of I2 (from 1.0 to 5.33
mA). The far-field intensity profile is observed over this entire bias current range with steps in
I2 of 10 µm to ensure that a diffraction pattern indicating coherence is present. In contrast,
at high bias I1, the far-field intensity profile shows diffraction patterns indicating coherently
coupled operation over a small range of phase tuning and for a very small bias current range
of I2 (from 8.77 mA ± 10 µA). This shows that the phase boundaries and corresponding
bias current range are much larger at low bias currents, where field distribution is more
asymmetric. This corresponds well with our dynamic coupled mode theory, as shown by the
stability map in Fig. 2.4.
Additionally, spectral measurements (not shown) confirm that there is a large (0.3 nm)
sudden increase in the lasing wavelength emitted by Element 2 when the locking range is
broken at the bias current I2 increase corresponding to Figures 6.22(c) to (d). There is no
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Figure 6.22: Far-field intensity profiles from a Generation 2 array with Design 3 for
I1 = 4.0 mA and I2 of (a) 1.0, (b) 2.6, (c) 5.33 and (d) 5.34 mA; as well as I1 = 10.0 mA
and I2 of (e) 8.76, (f) 8.77 and (g) 8.78 mA. The far-field intensity profile in (b)
corresponds with perfect spectral overlap of the fundamental modes for both elements, and
that of (d) corresponds with incoherent operation at the edge of the locking range. The
multiple fringe far-field intensity profile in (c) is typically observed for coherent coupling
between higher order modes at low bias current. The spectra of lasing emission from
elements 1 and 2 do not appear to change at all between the bias currents that produce (e),
(f), and (g) (which correspond with incoherence, coherent coupling out-of-phase, and
incoherence, respectively).
such increase in lasing wavelength occurring at the edges of the locking range for I1 = 10
mA. This indicates that a spectral detuning of ≤ 0.3 nm is allowed by the locking range at
low bias current I1 where field distribution is asymmetric, whereas relatively little spectral
detuning is allowed at the high bias current I1.
6.8 Generation 2 Conclusion
In conclusion, we demonstrate that the implementation of a stacked ion-implantation be-
tween array elements in Generation 2 devices provides sufficient current isolation along with
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manufacturability and improved device performance and reliability. The improved device
performance and extended operating conditions are shown to improve the enhanced mod-
ulation response. In contrast to Generation 1, during our preliminary testing every device
in Generation 2 has produced significant bandwidth enhancement. Additionally, every Gen-
eration 2 Design (1− 5) has been shown capable of producing bandwidth enhancement in
excess of 30 GHz. A record 3 dB modulation bandwidth of 37 GHz is observed from in-phase
coherently coupled operation with 40 dB SMSR and narrow spectral width.
We also show that by leveraging asymmetric field distribution through bias operating con-
ditions, we can analyze the effects of a large injection ratio on the locking range dynamics.
Additionally, we show that in doing so we have developed an operating procedure to achieve
broadband modulation response that is relatively flat over a large frequency range. Specifi-
cally, we can induce field distribution asymmetry through bias conditions and modulate the





In this dissertation, monolithic mutual optical injection locking induced laser dynamics in
phased, coherently coupled implant-defined photonic crystal VCSEL arrays are investigated
in detail both theoretically and experimentally. A model based on the well-established
injection-locking laser rate equations is used to intuitively explain the physics of various
experimental phenomena. An experimental study on the modulation characteristics and
locking range dynamics of coherently coupled VCSEL arrays is conducted, showing significant
improvements in operational procedures, performance, and device manufacturing. A record
VCSEL 3 dB bandwidth of 37 GHz (receiver limited) is obtained under highly single mode
coherent operation with narrow spectral width and increased output power while the laser
array is biased at low current density. Additionally, this result has been duplicated by
multiple devices, under coherently coupled operation in either the in-phase or out-of-phase
mode. Bandwidth enhancement beyond 30 GHz has been shown to be reproducible for
several different photonic crystal patterns, and bias conditions for bandwidth enhancement
have been shown to be stable and reproducible for the same device design across the sample.
Finally, an optimized condition has been identified where modulating one element near
threshold, while providing strong injection locking from the neighboring element, can achieve
broadband modulation response that is relatively flat across the modulation bandwidth (i.e.,
lacks low frequency dips below −3 dB, as well as resonant peaks > 10 dB). This work was
built on a decade of ground-breaking research devoted to high-speed VCSELs and coherently
coupled VCSEL arrays in the Photonic Device Research Group. Based on this work, there are
several potentially fruitful avenues of continued performance improvement based on device
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design and operating procedures. This chapter lists several.
7.2 Future Work
7.2.1 Further Modulation Bandwidth Enhancement
Here we describe briefly the parameters of interest for further modulation bandwidth en-
hancement. The enhanced resonance peak increases with low phase (wavelength) detuning
as defined by Chapter 2, increased injection ratio, and increased oscillation relaxation of
the slave laser itself. The 3 dB bandwidth at high injection ratio can be limited by the
parasitic-like real pole of the response. Rate equation analysis shows that the effects of
the real pole can be mitigated by increasing the injection ratio, increasing the steady state
slave field amplitude, and increasing photon decay rate (less output mirror periods). Further
modulation bandwidth enhancement and realization of ultra-high data rate can be achieved
through different operation procedures and array design schemes as well.
As discussed in Chapter 2, these devices can be made useful for other applications, such
as RF photonic link technologies, which require a different frequency response. Therefore,
device design and operating procedure can be modified to suit those applications. Several of
the ideas in following sections broadly attack control of the modulation response, not just
for use in optical data transmission.
7.2.2 Implementing High-Speed PhC VCSEL Design Rules
As stated, the enhanced resonance frequency increases with the oscillation relaxation fre-
quency of the slave laser array element. A decade of research in high-speed single-mode PhC
VCSELs has yet to be completely implemented into coherent arrays. (The array designs in
Generation 1 and Generation 2 were based on coupled array designs that performed best
from research that occurred prior to the development of operating procedures for coherence
tuning discussed in Chapter 5.)
Several high-speed VCSEL device designs combining hexagonal lattice photonic crystal
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optical and ion-implant defined gain apertures have been developed to produce high-speed
single-mode lasing at low operating current density, as discussed in Chapter 4. Design rules
for the relative sizes of optical aperture, electrical aperture, and top contact placement
have been developed to achieve a good balance between the desired high-speed single-mode
performance and manufacturing considerations. These rules should be implemented into
future coherent arrays.
The photonic crystal patterns of Array Designs 1, 2, and 3 (see Table 6.1) are the same as
the high-speed photonic crystal patterns of PhC VCSEL Designs 5, 2, and 10 respectively
(see Table 4.1). Other PhC VCSEL designs may perform better in terms of speed as discussed
in [112] or continuous wave as shown in Appendix C. This information may be especially
useful in designing the array. The enhanced resonance in modulation response for injection
locking increases with the oscillation relaxation frequency. Additionally, DC performance
may indicate desired characteristics of a particular design for further bandwidth enhancement
or another behavior.
7.2.3 Asymmetric Field Distribution By Design
As shown in Chapter 6, the modulation response can be flat and have large 3 dB bandwidth
if an array element with significantly lower field distribution is modulated. To achieve
high injection ratio, one can design a high-speed array to have an asymmetric index and
gain profile by use of different sized gain apertures in combination with asymmetric optical
confinement (via manipulation of PhC hole size and cavity diameter). As was shown in
Chapter 4, various PhC patterns produce single-mode lasing. Two very different photonic
crystal designs (e.g. Designs 1 and 6, see Table 4.1) may be used to produce such an effect
while maintaining single-mode emission. This effect could perhaps be increased by selecting
two PhC designs with very different threshold currents (e.g. Design 1 for one element and
Design 2 or 6 for the other, see Appendix C), and modulation of the element with higher
threshold current (e.g. Design 1) at a bias condition such that it is spectrally tuned with the
already lasing element with lower threshold current (e.g. Design 2 or 6). Design of the gain
apertures for manipulating current density can be leveraged to further increase this effect.
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A sketch of the design scheme is shown in Fig. 7.1.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.1: (a) and (b) Mask sketches for array design implementing PhC VCSEL Designs
1 (left element) and 6 (right element) (see Table 4.1) to create high-speed array utilizing
asymmetric field distribution.
7.2.4 Phase and Antiguiding Control, Maintaining Single-Mode Emission
As discussed in Chapter 2, the phase detuning of the array can be manipulated to achieve a
specific response. The results in Chapter 5 for single-mode lasing with reduced PhC etched
hole pattern periodicity are therefore important as follows. An array design implementing
just one period of holes while maintaining single mode lasing can be implemented successfully
in an array design in which the inter-element coupling length is shortened or elongated to
achieve a specific phase, while maintaining single-mode lasing. See Ref. [92] for further
details about the modification to phase by this method.
Furthermore, this allows an array structure in which the inter-element coupling region
may be manipulated to achieve a specific phase or increased coupling efficiency (increased
antiguiding) with less dependence on the bias to each array element. If the inter-element
region is isolated from the array elements (by stacked ion implantation) the inter-element
refractive index profile can be modified either by direct or ohmic heating using additional
contacts placed near the inter-element region. In this way a specific phase (optical path
length) may be maintained and coupling efficiency may be increased through increased an-
tiguiding (by increased heating and refractive index of the inter-element region). If a gain
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aperture is defined below this region, the inter-element active region could be forward biased
to reach transparency current density and increase coupling in this way as well. A sketch of
the design scheme is shown in Fig. 7.2.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: (a) and (b) Mask sketches for array design implementing complex index tuning
of the coupling region.
7.2.5 Passive Arrays
In preliminary measurements for performance of Generation 2 devices, we have observed
arrays with passive optical feedback producing large bandwidth enhancement over a large
range of bias conditions, due likely to the simultaneous heating of the full array (preserving
phase relationship), field distribution asymmetry, and probable large coupling efficiency. As
shown in Fig. 7.3(b), the array of Generation 2 Design 5 with unbiased Element 1 and a
modulated signal applied to Element 2 with DC bias at I2 = 6.4 mA has a coherently coupled
mode with a large amount of field distribution in the gain aperture near the electrical contact.
The Array Designs 4 and 5 utilize the square photonic crystal lattice for optical confinement.
Observing the mask designs in Fig. 7.3(a), the optical cavity of each element is elongated
in the direction perpendicular to the designed array. The gain aperture is smaller than the
optical cavity, extending from below the metal contact out into the middle of the optical
cavity. We have observed experimentally that this cavity supports the coherently coupled
mode shown in the near-field photo of Fig. 7.3(b) from lasing threshold up to a bias current
of I2 = 6.3 mA.
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Figure 7.3: (a) Mask design sketch of an array Generation 2 Design 5. (b) Photo and (c)
near-field at bias current of I1 = 0 mA and I2 = 6.4 mA.
There is a large modulation bandwidth resulting from this coupled mode as shown in Fig.
7.4(a) and (b). The modulation response curves at various bias conditions are shown in
Fig. 7.4(a). Fig. 7.4(b) shows the top-view of a three-dimensional plot of the referenced
modulation response curves for gain values above −3 dB (essentially showing the 3 dB
bandwidth exists within the colored region). As shown in Fig. 7.4(b), the 3 dB bandwidth
goes up to 28 GHz for this array, and is above 20 GHz for bias current I2 varied from 5.3 to
6.3 mA. The 3 dB bandwidth increases with increased current applied to the gain aperture.
This coupled mode behavior and modulation response are also consistent between devices
across the sample, as shown by the data in Fig. 7.4(c) and (d) for another device of the
same design in a different unit cell.
Modulation bandwidth as high as 30 GHz has been measured from this behavior. It
was observed that this occurred for every device of Design 4 and 5 tested on the sample,
for bias currents I2 ranging from threshold up to around 5.5 to 7 mA. More analysis and
characterization of this is necessary, but one could see how this can be designed using specific
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gain aperture design (size and placement) with an elongated photonic crystal aperture, either
using the square-lattice as shown in Fig. 7.3, or a hexagonal-lattice array rotated by 60◦
so that the coupling between elements is through a removed hole (no coupling holes with
diameter b′ between elements).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.4: (a) Modulation response and (b) referenced modulation response with no bias
applied to I1 and bias I2 varied from 4.9 to 6.3 mA for the Generation 2 Design 5 shown in
Fig. 7.3. (c) Modulation response and (d) referenced modulation response with no bias
applied to I1 and bias I2 varied from 4.6 to 6.3 mA for another Generation 2 Design 5 in a
different unit cell.
7.2.6 Array Scaling
Modulation of larger arrays could also be pursued. In our present 1×2 arrays, two DC
bias currents, along with the modulation signal, are necessary. To maintain a large 3 dB
bandwidth, one may take advantage of a daisy-chaining injection-locked scheme (e.g. a 1×3
array in which the element to the far left injection locks the middle array element, which
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injection locks the far right element). Experimentally it is easy to induce an enhanced
resonance peak near the limitations of our equipment (40 GHz), but difficult to keep the
modulation response above 3 dB due to the parasitic-like real pole. Using this scheme, we
may bias one array so that it has a damped response that adds gain to the troubling mid-
frequency region, and then collect the output light from the slave array element at the far
right end to extract a broadband response.
With another knob to turn, the complexity of maintaining an injection-locked state for
small signal and large signal modulation increases, and therefore, it may be difficult to take
advantage of a daisy-chaining injection-locked scheme. However, we have observed that
the modulation response increases beyond that expected for an individual array element
when both are at high bias but detuned from the injection-locked state (incoherent weak
coupling). This is especially the case for modulation of the blue-detuned laser in experimental
observations. Our understanding is that this is caused by increased photon density as the
blue-detuned laser spectrally overlaps and couples with the higher-order mode resonances
(suppressed from lasing by PhC optical loss but still present in spontaneous emission) and
has increased photon density as a result. Sometimes this occurs at lower bias also, and in
this case a gain levering effect is most likely responsible, as the blue detuned element (with
lower bias) is biased at a lower point on the gain curve and therefore experiences higher
differential gain while lasing due to coupling with the spontaneous emission of higher-order
modes from the red-detuned element. Therefore, scaling to larger two-dimensional arrays
should be pursued to take advantage of this behavior.
7.3 Conclusion
Coherently coupled VCSEL arrays have been pursued for nearly three decades to overcome
significant fabrication and yield challenges. A recent device structure that relies on con-
ventional VCSEL fabrication processes is the photonic crystal implanted VCSEL array. It
has been found that coherent operation of these phased VCSEL arrays can be reproducibly
achieved with high yield. Independent current injection into phased photonic crystal VCSEL
arrays can drive the arrays to exhibit either coherent or incoherent operation. Moreover, con-
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trolling the phase relationship between the elements of a coherently coupled VCSEL array
can create unique properties. For example electronic beam steering can be performed with
record phase shift sensitivity and with current producing ultrafast beam steering. In ad-
dition, coherently coupled VCSEL arrays have exhibited significant modulation bandwidth
enhancement. Therefore with the added complexity of two (rather than one) bias currents,
direct intensity modulation using high power single mode emission from VCSEL arrays oper-
ating at > 30 Gb/s and potentially much higher bandwidth enabling data rates approaching
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Notes: Aligners A and C are wavelengths 365 nm and 320 nm, respectively. Aligners should 
be calibrated to 9 mW/cm2 using appropriate PD before each photolithography step. 
 
0. ______Cleave     Cleave, label backside, degrease (Acetone, IPA,  
     DI, IPA) and N2 dry 
 
1. ______SiO2 Deposition:    Degrease 
  ~ 4000 Å – Time: ______ min (18 min @ 230 Å/min) 
  Thickness: _____Å (read from color chart/ellipsometer) 
 
2. ______Mesa + PhC    Degrease 
    photolithography:    Dehydration bake (110 oC for 5 min) 
       AZ5214 spread (3 s 500 rpm) 
       AZ5214 spin (30 s 4000 rpm) 
  Edge bead removal      
  Bake (110 oC for 45 s) 
  Mask: High Speed PhC VCSEL –MesaPhc (11/2/12) 
  Expose: 27 s (A) 
  Power: ______W; Time: ______s 
  Develop in AZ327 MIF (~ 45 s): _______s 
 
3. ______SiO2 Etch:     O2 plasma descum (300W for 15s) 
       CF4 RIE for > 4000 Å (~ 22 min) 
       Time: _______min  
       Make sure field conducts before proceeding! If  
     not, more etching is required before PR removal. 
  Remove PR mask (Acetone, IPA, DI, IPA) 
  Alpha-step:  _______µm 
  
4. ______Implant aperture    Degrease 
    photolithography:    Dehydration bake (110 oC for 5 min) 
      
  NO HMDS spin, double spin better without it 
 111 
  Apply photoresist AZ9260 for spin #1 
  AZ9260 spread (5 s 500 rpm) 
  AZ9260 spin (30 s 5000 rpm) 
  Soft-bake (110 oC for 3 min) 
       Edge bead removal (3 min on C, 1 min AZ421K:DI 1:3) 
  Apply photoresist AZ9260 again, spin #2 
  AZ9260 spread (5 s 500 rpm) 
  AZ9260 spin (30 s 5000 rpm) 
  Soft-bake (110 oC for 3 min) 
       Edge bead removal (3 min on C, 1 min AZ421K:DI 1:3) 
  Mask: High Speed PhC VCSEL –Implant (9/30/11) 
       Expose: 3 min 20 s (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) 
  Power: ______W; Time: ______s 
  Develop in AZ421K:DI 1:2.5 (~ 90-120 s): _______s 
  O2 plasma descum (500W for 3-6 min) 
  Goal (~9-11 µm) Alpha-step:  _______µm 
  Flood expose on aligner A for 10 min. 
 
5. ______Send for implant:    Kroko Gain Aperture Implant, 7° Tilt: 
      protons 330 keV 5x1014 /cm2     
     
6. ______Remove implant PR:   O2 plasma descum (600W for 8 min) 
       Boiling acetone (40 oC) / Squirt gun 
       Repeat steps above until sample is clean 
     
7. ______ICP Etch:     Clean ICP-RIE using O2 
  Use ICP-RIE SiCl4/Ar recipe and reflectometry setup 
       Etch according to required etch depth  
         (stop at GaAs/high signal layer 4 DBR pair past active) 
       Time: _______min (rate: ________Å/min) 
       Alpha-step:  _______µm 
 
8. ______Bottom contact    Degrease  
     photolithography:    Dehydration bake (110 °C for 5 min)  
 HMDS spin (10 s 4000 rpm) 
 AZ9260 spread (3 s 500 rpm) 
 AZ9260 spin (30 s 5000 rpm) 
 Bake (110 oC for 4 min)  
 Edge bead removal  
 Mask: Highspeed - BotMetal (DF) 3/18/03 
 Expose: 3 min (Aligner A) 
 112 
 Power: ______W; Time: ______s  
 Develop in AZ 421K (~ 60 s): _____s 
 
9. ______Bottom contact (n):    O2 plasma descum (300W for 2 min) 
  Dip in 1:10 NH4OH:DI for 20 s 
  DI rinse (10 min) 
       Target:  400 Å Au-Ge / 200 Å Ni / 1500 Å Au 
         Actual:  ____Å Au-Ge / ____Å Ni / _____Å Au 
 
10. ______Metal Liftoff:    Boiling acetone (40 oC) / Squirt gun 
 
11. ______SiO2 mask removal:   CF4 RIE for < 4000 Å (~ 15 min) (see color) 
       Check if the mesas conduct  
  Etch in 2-3 min increments until mesas conduct  
  Time: _______min 
 
12. ______Top contact    Degrease 
       photolithography:    Dehydration bake (125 oC for 3 min)  
 HMDS spin (10 s 4000 rpm) 
 AZ9260 spread (3 s 500 rpm) 
 AZ9260 spin (30 s 5000 rpm) 
 Bake (110 oC for 4 min) 
 Edge bead removal 
 Mask: High Speed PhC VCSEL TopMetal (LF) 9/30/11 
 Expose: 2 min 15 s (Aligner A) 
 Power: ______W; Time: ______s  
 Develop in AZ 421K (~ 60 s): _____s 
 
13. ______Top contact (p):    O2 plasma descum (300W for 2 min) 
  Dip in 1:10 NH4OH:DI for 20 s 
  DI rinse (10 min) 
       Target:  150 Å Ti / 1600 Å Au 
         Actual:  ______Å Ti / ______Å Au 
 
14. ______Metal Liftoff:    Boiling acetone (40 oC) / Squirt gun 
 
15. ______Contact annealing    410 oC for > 1 min 
 
16. ______Planarization (PI)                Degrease 
                         Dehydration bake (125 oC for 3 min) 
  NMP ramp (250 rpm/sec) 
  NMP spin (60 s 5000 rpm) 
 113 
  HD 4104 ramp (300 rpm/sec) 
  HD 4104 spin (60 s 2600 rpm) 
       Edge bead removal with razor blade 
       Backside clean (HD401D swab or NMP swab) 
         !!! Wait for NMP on backside to dry before bake! 
       Bake (90 oC for 100 sec + 100 oC for 100 sec more) 
       Alpha-step edge bead: ________μm 
  Mask: HIGH SPEED COUPLED PhC VCSEL ARRAYS 
– Planarization/? - STMF 2016  
       Expose: 13 sec (Aligner C, I-line 365 nm at 9 W/cm2) 
         (Dose of 117 mJ/cm2) 
  Wait > 5 min 
       Develop with HD401D: _______s (50 s) 
       Rinse with HD400R: _______s (30 s) 
                                                              Alpha-step: _____ μm (double required height) 
  PI cure in N2 environment  
    (PI shrinks to ~ 54% of pre-cure height) 
 ramp up 10 oC /min – 150 oC soak 20 min 
 ramp up  4 oC /min – 250 oC soak 30 min 
 ramp up  4 oC /min – 300 oC soak 3 hours 
 ramp down 10 oC /min – 25 oC 
                               Alpha-step: Field _____μm, Mesa crown _____μm,  
    Via crown _____μm 
  CF4 RIE: RF 25%, 35mT, 60% O2, 10% CF4 
    (etch rate of 0.16-0.2 μm/min) 
  Time: _____min,  Rate: _____ μm/min 
     (etch until openings are clear)  
                                                              Alpha-step: _____μm 
 
17. ______Fan metal     Degrease 
      photolithography:    Dehydration bake (125 oC for 3 min)  
 HMDS spin (10 s 4000 rpm)  
 AZ9260 spread (3 s 500 rpm) 
 AZ9260 spin (30 s 5000 rpm) 
 Bake (110 oC for 4 min 20 s) 
 Edge bead removal 
 Mask: Highspeed - Fan (DF) 3/18/03 
 Expose: 2 min 45 s (Aligner A) 
 Power: ______W; Time: ______s  
 Develop in AZ 421K (~ 70 s): _____s 
 
18. ______Fan metal (p):    O2 plasma descum (300W for 2 min) 
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       DI rinse (10 min) 
       Target:  150 Å Ti / 10000 Å Au 
         Actual:  ______Å Ti / ______Å Au 
 
19. ______Metal Liftoff:    Boiling acetone (40 oC) / Squirt gun 
 









Notes: Aligners A and C are wavelengths 365 nm and 320 nm, respectively. Aligners should 
be calibrated to 9 mW/cm2 using appropriate PD before each photolithography step. 
 
0. ______Cleave     Cleave, take ID photo, degrease (Acetone, IPA,  
DI, IPA) and N2 dry. Note: no identification 
scratch/label on backside, reduces durability 
 
1. ______SiO2 Deposition:    Degrease 
  ~ 4000 Å – Time: ______ min, Rate: ______ Å/min 
    (750 seconds at low dep rate on Trion PECVD 4000 Å) 
    (~23 minutes on PlasmaLab PECVD: 1000mT, 37W, 
80% N2O, 37.2% SiH4, 300 deg C) 
  Thickness: ______Å (ellipsometer) 
 
2. ______Mesa + PhC    Degrease 
    photolithography:    Dehydration bake (110 oC for 5 min) 
         (note for ALL bakes use a transfer/carrier wafer)  
 HMDS spin (10 s 4000 rpm) 
       AZ5214 spread (3 s 500 rpm) 
       AZ5214 spin (30 s 4000 rpm) 
  Edge bead removal (1 min aligner C, 1 min AZ327 MIF) 
  Bake (110 oC for 45 s) 
  Mask: HIGH SPEED COUPLED PhC VCSEL ARRAYS 
- Mesa PhC / Aperture Implant - STMF 2016 
  Expose: 27 s (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) 
  Power: ______W; Time: ______s 
  Develop in AZ327 MIF (~ 40-45 s): _______s 
 
3. ______SiO2 Etch:     O2 plasma descum (250W for 3min) 
       CF4 RIE for > 4000 Å (~ 22 min) 
       Time: _______min  
       Make sure field conducts before proceeding! If  
     not, more etching is required before PR removal. 
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  Remove PR mask (Acetone, IPA, DI, IPA) 
  Alpha-step:  _______µm 
 
4. ______Implant aperture    Degrease 
    photolithography:    Dehydration bake (110 oC for 5 min) 
  NO HMDS spin, double spin better without it 
  Apply photoresist AZ9260 for spin #1 
  AZ9260 spread (5 s 300 rpm) 
  AZ9260 spin (60 s 2400 rpm) 
  Soft-bake (110 oC for 2 min and 45 sec) 
       Edge bead removal (3 min on C, 1 min AZ421K:DI 1:3) 
  Mask: HIGH SPEED COUPLED PhC VCSEL ARRAYS 
- Mesa PhC / Aperture Implant - STMF 2016 
       Expose: 3 min 20 s (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) 
  Power: ______W; Time: ______s 
  Develop in AZ421K:DI 1:2.5 (~ 90-120 s): _______s 
  O2 plasma descum (500W for 3-6 min) 
  Goal (>8 µm) Alpha-step:  _______µm 
  Flood expose on aligner A for 10 min. 
 
5. ______Send for implant:  Kroko Gain Aperture Implant, 7° Tilt: 
     protons 330 keV 5x1014 /cm2     
 
6. ______Remove implant PR:   O2 plasma descum (1000W for 8 min) 
       Boiling acetone (40 oC) / Squirt gun 
       Repeat steps above until sample is clean 
 
7. ______Stacked implant    Degrease 
    photolithography:    Dehydration bake (110 oC for 5 min) 
  NO HMDS spin, double spin better without it 
  Apply photoresist AZ9260 for spin #1 
  AZ9260 spread (5 s 500 rpm) 
  AZ9260 spin (30 s 5000 rpm) 
  Soft-bake (110 oC for 3 min) 
       Edge bead removal (3 min on C, 1 min AZ421K:DI 1:3) 
  Apply photoresist AZ9260 again, spin #2 
  AZ9260 spread (5 s 500 rpm) 
  AZ9260 spin (30 s 5000 rpm) 
  Soft-bake (110 oC for 3 min) 
       Edge bead removal (3 min on C, 1 min AZ421K:DI 1:3) 
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  Mask: HIGH SPEED COUPLED PhC VCSEL ARRAYS 
- Top Contact / Isolation Implant - STMF 2016 
       Expose: 3 min 20 s (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) 
  Power: ______W; Time: ______s 
  Develop in AZ421K:DI 1:2.5 (~ 90-120 s): _______s 
  O2 plasma descum (500W for 3-6 min) 
  Goal (~9-11 µm) Alpha-step:  _______µm 
  Flood expose on aligner A for 10 min. 
 
8. ______Send for implant:  Kroko Stacked Isolation Implant, 7° Tilt: 
protons 330 keV 5x1014 /cm2 
protons 300 keV 5x1014 /cm2 
protons 260 keV 5x1014 /cm2 
protons 210 keV 5x1014 /cm2 
protons 160 keV 5x1014 /cm2 
protons 100 keV 5x1014 /cm2 
oxygen 300 keV 5x1013 /cm2 
oxygen 150 keV 5x1013 /cm2 
oxygen   50 keV 5x1013 /cm2     
 
9. ______Remove implant PR:   O2 plasma descum (1000W for 8 min) 
       Boiling acetone (40 oC) / Squirt gun 
       Repeat steps above until sample is clean 
 
10. ______ICP Etch:     Clean ICP-RIE using O2 
  Use ICP-RIE SiCl4/Ar recipe and reflectometry  
     setup 
       Etch according to required etch depth 
         (stop at GaAs/high signal layer 4 DBR pair past active) 
       Time: _______min (rate: ________Å/min) 
       Alpha-step:  _______µm 
 
11. ______Bottom contact    Degrease  
     photolithography:    Dehydration bake (110 °C for 5 min)  
 HMDS spin (10 s 4000 rpm) 
 AZ9260 spread (3 s 500 rpm) 
 AZ9260 spin (30 s 5000 rpm) 
 Bake (110 oC for 4 min)  
 Edge bead removal – 2 min on Aligner C 
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 Mask: HIGH SPEED COUPLED PhC VCSEL ARRAYS 
- Bottom Contact / Fan Metal - STMF 2016 
 Expose: 2.6 min (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) 
 Power: ______W; Time: ______s  
 Develop in AZ 421K (~ 55-60 s): _____s 
 
12. ______Bottom contact (n):   O2 plasma descum (500W for 3 min) 
  Dip in 1:10 NH4OH:DI for 20 s 
  DI rinse (10 min) 
       Target:  400 Å Au-Ge / 200 Å Ni / 1500 Å Au 
         Actual:  ____Å Au-Ge / ____Å Ni / _____Å Au 
 
13. ______Metal Liftoff:    Boiling acetone (40 oC) / Squirt gun 
 
14. ______SiO2 mask removal:   CF4 RIE for < 4000 Å (~ 15 min) (see color) 
       Check if the mesas conduct  
  Continue etching 2 or 3 min increments until  
     mesas conduct  
  Time: _______min 
 
15. ______Top contact    Degrease 
      photolithography    Dehydration bake (110 oC for 5 min) 
       LOR30B spread (4 s 400 rpm) 
       LOR30B spin (60 s 4000 rpm) 
  Edge bead removal with EBR    
  Bake (170 oC for 5 min), clean edges 
  AZ5214 spread (3 s 500 rpm) 
       AZ5214 spin (30 s 4000 rpm) 
  Bake (110 oC for 45 s) 
  Edge bead removal 
 Mask: HIGH SPEED COUPLED PhC VCSEL ARRAYS 
- Top Contact / Isolation Implant - STMF 2016 
  Expose: 30 s (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) 
  Power: ______W; Time: ______s 
  Reversal bake (110 oC for 45 s) 
  Flood exposure 25 s (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) 
  Develop in AZ 327 MIF (~ 60 s):____s   
  Bake (125 oC for 1 min) 
  Develop in AZ 400K (~2 min):____min 




16. ______Top contact (p):    O2 plasma descum (300W for 2 min) 
  Dip in 1:10 NH4OH:DI for 20 s 
  DI rinse (10 min) 
       Target:  150 Å Ti / 1600 Å Au 
         Actual:  ______Å Ti / ______Å Au 
 
17. ______Metal Liftoff:    Use remover PG for LOR removal 
 
18. ______Contact annealing    410 oC for > 1 min using oxidation furnace 
 
19. ______Test     Check for lasing and electrical isolation 
  If sufficient electrical isolation, skip steps 20 and 21  
 
20. ______Planarization (PI)                Degrease 
                         Dehydration bake (125 oC for 3 min) 
  NMP ramp (250 rpm/sec) 
  NMP spin (60 s 5000 rpm) 
  HD 4104 ramp (300 rpm/sec) 
  HD 4104 spin (60 s 2600 rpm) 
       Edge bead removal with razor blade 
       Backside clean (HD401D swab or NMP swab) 
         !!! Wait for NMP on backside to dry before bake! 
       Bake (90 oC for 100 sec + 100 oC for 100 sec more) 
       Alpha-step edge bead: ________μm 
  Mask: HIGH SPEED COUPLED PhC VCSEL ARRAYS 
– Planarization/? - STMF 2016  
       Expose: 13 sec (Aligner C, I-line 365 nm at 9 W/cm2) 
         (Dose of 117 mJ/cm2) 
  Wait > 5 min 
       Develop with HD401D: _______s (50 s) 
       Rinse with HD400R: _______s (30 s) 
                                                              Alpha-step: _____ μm (double required height) 
  PI cure in N2 environment  
    (PI shrinks to ~ 54% of pre-cure height) 
 ramp up 10 oC /min – 150 oC soak 20 min 
 ramp up  4 oC /min – 250 oC soak 30 min 
 ramp up  4 oC /min – 300 oC soak 3 hours 
 ramp down 10 oC /min – 25 oC 
                               Alpha-step: Field _____μm, Mesa crown _____μm,  
    Via crown _____μm 
  CF4 RIE: RF 25%, 35mT, 60% O2, 10% CF4 
    (etch rate of 0.16-0.2 μm/min) 
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  Time: _____min,  Rate: _____ μm/min 
     (etch until openings are clear)  
                                                              Alpha-step: _____μm 
 
21. ______Fan metal     Degrease 
      photolithography:    Dehydration bake (125 oC for 3 min)  
 HMDS spin (10 s 4000 rpm)  
 AZ9260 spread (3 s 500 rpm) 
 AZ9260 spin (30 s 5000 rpm) 
 Bake (110 oC for 4 min 20 s) 
 Edge bead removal – 2 min on C, 1 min AZ421K 
 Mask: HIGH SPEED COUPLED PhC VCSEL ARRAYS 
- Bottom Contact / Fan Metal - STMF 2016 
 Expose: 2.4 min (aligner A at 9 mW/cm2) 
 Power: ______W; Time: ______s  
 Develop in AZ 421K (~ 60 s): _____s 
 
22. ______Fan metal (p):    O2 plasma descum (300W for 2 min) 
       DI rinse (10 min) 
       Target:  150 Å Ti / 10000 Å Au 
         Actual:  ______Å Ti / ______Å Au 
 
23. ______Metal Liftoff:    Boiling acetone (40 oC) / Squirt gun 
 
25. ______ Test 
APPENDIX C
HIGH SPEED, SINGLE MODE, ION-IMPLANTED, PHC
VCSEL PERFORMANCE
The number (n) of air holes in the PhC pattern is varied from 36, to 18, to 6 as discussed
in Chapter 4. The light versus current and voltage (LIV) as well as spectral properties were
measured for over 400 VCSELs under continuous wave operation at room temperature. Plots
below give average value of the data. Plot legends give mesa diameter, PhC hole period a,
and diameter b.
Table C1: Ten photonic crystal designs for single-mode PhC VCSELs. Designs 1 through 7
produced single-mode lasing in this work.
Design b/a a (µm) b (µm)
1 0.6 3.0 1.8
2 0.5 3.5 1.75
3 0.6 3.5 2.1
4 0.7 3.5 2.45
5 0.6 4.0 2.4
6 0.7 4.0 2.8
7 0.6 4.5 2.7
8 0.7 3.0 2.1
9 0.7 4.5 3.15
10 0.6 5.0 3.0
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Figure C1: Top-view optical images of PhC VCSEL mesas with (a) 36, (b) 18, (c) 6, and
(d) 36 etched air holes in the photonic crystal structure. The diameter b′, and












Figure C4: (a) Thermal rollover current and (b) mean series resistance after threshold.
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APPENDIX D
DESCRIPTION OF LABVIEW PROGRAMS FOR
AUTOMATION OF MEASUREMENTS
I created several LabVIEW programs, with contributions from a colleague, that significantly
enhance the measurement capabilities. A main program sets up and executes a bias current
sweep for one of the laser array elements, say array element 1, for example, using a pro-
grammable high-precision Keithly 236 voltage/current source. The main program calls upon
subprograms to collect data at bias currents with values specified by a current range and
step input by the user. The main program keeps track of which array element is swept by the
Keithly source and the bias current values at which the subprogram(s) is (are) executed and
saves this information with the data file(s). A subprogram was created to collect light output
power vs. bias current and voltage (LIV) for a bias sweep on the other laser array element,
in our example element 2, using the Agilent 4156C SPA. This allows for the collection of
three-dimensional LIV data (light output power and bias voltage vs. bias current sweeps
to both laser array elements) to identify bias conditions that produce coherent coupling, as
discussed later in the chapter. Another subprogram was created to collect S-parameter data
for a small RF signal applied to the bias of one of the laser array elements using the Agilent
E8363C PNA. This allows for the collection of modulation response data over a desired sweep
of current values at step values as low as 10 µA, without excessive time and device heating.
Another subprogram was created to collect spectral data (along with various spectral anal-
ysis data in real time such as RMS spectral width, SMSR, FWHM, etc. if desired by the
user) using the Yokogawa AQ6370C OSA. This allows for the collection of spectral data and
analysis (on its own or along with modulation response data) over a desired sweep of current
values at step values as low as 10 µA, without excessive time and device heating. The main
program was created in such a way that it is quite easy to implement any data acquisition
subprogram (e.g. to collect near-field or far-field data) and can be easily modified to sweep
multiple Keithly current sources.
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